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Names of Ships from the Hornblower Books. 

 

Introduction 

Hornblower’s biographer, C S Forester, wrote eleven books covering the most active and 

dramatic episodes of the life of his subject. In addition, he also wrote a Hornblower 

“Companion” and the so called three “lost” short stories. There were some years and 

activities in Hornblower’s life that were not written about before the biographer’s death 

and therefore not recorded. However, the books and stories that were published describe 

not only what Hornblower did and thought about his life and career but also mentioned in 

varying levels of detail the people and the ships that he encountered. 

Hornblower of course served on many ships but also fought with and against them, 

captured them, sank them or protected them besides just being aware of them. Of all the 

ships mentioned, a handful of them would have been highly significant for him. The 

Indefatigable was the ship on which Midshipman and then Acting Lieutenant Hornblower 

mostly learnt and developed his skills as a seaman and as a fighting man. This learning 

continued with his experiences on the Renown as a lieutenant. His first commands, apart 

from prizes taken, were on the Hotspur and the Atropos. Later as a full captain, he took the 

Lydia round the Horn to the Pacific coast of South America and his first and only captaincy of 

a ship of the line was on the Sutherland.    He first flew his own flag on the Nonsuch and 

sailed to the Baltic on her. In later years his ships were smaller as befitted the nature of the 

tasks that fell to him. 

Listed below are the names of all ships mentioned in each Hornblower biographical volume 

followed by, in alphabetical order, the details of each ship as described by C S Forester. All 

the ships had a connection with Hornblower even if in some cases it was quite limited. It is 

intended that this list of ships should present a convenient source of reference for the many 

keen and well-read followers of Hornblower.   This listing can also be used in conjunction 

with a similar but separate listing of all the named people encountered by Hornblower.  

 

John W Maunder. 
March 2019. 
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The Hornblower books: 

MID:  Mr Midshipman Hornblower. 
LTH:  Lieutenant Hornblower. 
HOT:  Hornblower and the Hotspur. 
CRS:  Hornblower and the Crisis. 
ATR:  Hornblower and the Atropos. 
HAP:  The Happy Return. 
SOL:   A Ship of the Line. 
FLY:    Flying Colours. 
COM: The Commodore. 
LDH:  Lord Hornblower. 
HWI:  Hornblower in the West Indies. 
OMT: Hornblower-One More Time. 
CPN:  The Hornblower Companion. 

 
Books with individual chapter titles: 
Mr Midshipman Hornblower: (10 chapters) 
 The Even Chance    MID-EC 
 The Cargo of Rice                   -CR 
 The Penalty of Failure                         -PF 
 The Man Who Felt Queer                  -MQ 
 The Man Who Saw God                -MG 
 The Frogs and the Lobsters               -FL 
 The Spanish Galleys                -SG 
 The Examination for Lieutenant                       -EL 
 Noah’s Ark                -NA 
 The Duchess and the Devil                -DD 
 
Hornblower and the Crisis: (3 sections) 
 Hornblower and the Crisis (unfinished novel) CRS    
 Hornblower and the Widow McCool  CRS-WM 
 The Last Encounter    CRS-LE 
 
Hornblower in the West Indies: (5 chapters) 
 St Elizabeth of Hungary    HWI-EH 
 The Star of the South            -SS 
 The Bewildered Pirates            -BP 
 The Guns of Carabobo            -GC 
 The Hurricane             -HU 
 
Hornblower-One More Time: (the “missing” three short stories) 
 Hornblower and the Hand of Destiny  OMT-HD 
 Hornblower’s Charitable Offering           -CO 

Hornblower and His Majesty            -HM 
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  Chronology of Hornblower’s Career: 
4th July 1776 is generally regarded as Hornblower’s date of birth. 

 

June 1794 to March 1798  Mr Midshipman Hornblower (MID) 

October 1796 to December 1796 The Hand of Destiny (OMT-HD) 

May 1800 to March 1803  Lieutenant Hornblower (LTH) 

 Late 1800    Hornblower and the Widow McCool (CRS-WM) 

April 1803 to July 1805  Hornblower and the Hotspur (HOT) 

August 1805 to December 1805 Hornblower and the Crisis (CRS) 

December 1805 to January 1808 Hornblower and the Atropos (ATR) 

June 1808 to October 1809  The Happy Return (HAP) 

May 1810 to October 1810  A Ship of the Line (SOL)  

June 1810    Hornblower’s Charitable Offering (OMT-CO) 

November 1810 to June 1811  Flying Colours (FLY) 

May 1812 to October 1812  The Commodore (COM) 

1813     Hornblower and His Majesty (OMT-HM) 

October 1813 to May 1815  Lord Hornblower (LDH) 

1819     The Point and the Edge (CPN) 

May 1821 to October 1823  Hornblower in the West Indies (HWI) 

November 1848   The Last Encounter (CRS-LE) 
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  Ships named in each Hornblower book: 
 

Mr Midshipman Hornblower (MID): Calypso, Caroline, Dauntless, 
Dreadnought, Dumbarton, Goliath, Indefatigable, Justinian, Le Reve, Marie 
Galante, Papillon, Pegasus, Pique, Santa Barbara, Sophia, Syrtis. (16) 
 

The Hand of Destiny (OMT-HD): Castilla, Hermione, Marguerite. (3) 
 
Hornblower and the Widow McCool (CRS-WM): Esperance, Renown, Victory. 
(3) 

Lieutenant Hornblower (LTH): Buckler, Caesar, Caradoc, Clara, Conqueror, 
Hastings, La Diana, La Gaditana, Rapid, Renown, Retribution, Superb, Tamar. 
(13) 
 
Hornblower and the Hotspur (HOT): Amphion, Camille, Clorinde, Constitution, 
Deux Freres, Doris, Dreadnought, Felicite, Flame, Flora, Grasshopper, Hibernia, 
Hotspur, Indefatigable, Justinian, Lively, Loire, Magnificent, Majestic, 
Marlborough, Medusa, Minotaur, Naiad, Prince, Renown, Temeraire, Terrible, 
Thunderer, Tonnant. (29) 
 
Hornblower and the Crisis (CRS): Diamond, Guepe, Hibernia, Hotspur, Prince 
of Wales, Princess, Shetland. (7) 
 
Hornblower and the Atropos (ATR): Amelia Jane, Amphion, Aquila, Atropos, 
Castilla, Hannibal, Hermione, Indefatigable, Lydia, Maenad, Mejidieh, Naiad, 
Nightingale, Ocean, Orion, Papillon, Penelope, Queen Charlotte, Renown, 
Royal Sovereign, Sirius, Speedwell, Superb, Temeraire, Vanguard, Vengeance. 
(26) 
 
The Happy Return (HAP): Bounty, Castilla, Droits de l’Homme, Hanbury Castle, 
Lydia, Natividad, Temeraire. (7) 
 
A Ship of the Line (SOL): Amazon, Amelie, Caligula, Cassandra, Castilla, Droits 
de l’Homme, Eendracht, Europe, Harriet, Imperieuse, Leander, Lord 
Mornington, Nancy, Natividad, Pluto, Sutherland, Swiftsure, Turenne, Walmer 
Castle. (19) 
 
Hornblower’s Charitable Offering (OMT-CO): Sutherland (1) 
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Flying Colours (FLY): Amazon, Britannia, Caligula, Cassandra, Castilla, Hannibal, 
Indefatigable, Leander, Lydia, Natividad, Pluto, Squirrel, Sutherland, Triumph, 
Turenne, Victory, Witch of Endor. (17) 
 
The Commodore (COM): Arethusa, Blanchefleur, Blitzer, Charlotte, Clam, 
Droits de l’Homme, Fried Rich, Harvey, Indefatigable, Lotus, Lydia, Maggie 
Jones, Moth, Nonsuch, Raven, Ritter Horse, Sevres, Superb, Sutherland, 
Victory, Weece Ross, Witch of Endor. (22) 
 
Hornblower and His Majesty (OMT-HM): Augusta, Cormorant. (2) 
 
Lord Hornblower (LDH): Bonne Celestine, Camilla, Caryatide, Castilla, Clam, 
Dart, Flame, Gazelle, Hermione, Indefatigable, Lydia, Macedonian, Natividad, 
Nonsuch, Pluto, Pomona, Porta Coeli, San Josef, Sutherland, Swiftsure, 
Temeraire, Tonnant, Witch of Endor, Zealous. (24) 
 
The Point and the Edge (CPN): (no ships named). 
 

Hornblower in the West Indies (HWI): Blossom, Bride of Abydos, Clement, 
Clorinda, Columbine, Crab, Daring, Desperate, Ecrevisse, Estrella del Sur (or 
Star of the South), Flora, Helmond, Lightning, Phoebe, President Madison, 
Pretty Jane, Roebuck, Star, Temeraire, Tenedos, Toueur, Triton. (22) 
 
The Last Encounter (CRS-LE): (no ships named). 
 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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   “The Hornblower Companion” 
 

Please note that in the above named book, Hornblower’s biographer has 
provided a total of thirty maps or charts and with their narrative they provide 
much helpful information to accompany the detail given in the text of each 
biographical volume. The first map shows the various journeys made by 
Hornblower throughout the world between June 1794 and October 1823.  
The other twenty nine show the positions or tracks of the following ships as 
otherwise mentioned in each book. 
 
Map 2: Indefatigable, Marie Galante, Pique. 
Map 3: Indefatigable, Papillon. 
Map 4: Indefatigable, Sophia. 
Map 5: no ships named. 
Map 6: Caroline. 
Map 7: no ships named. 
Map 8: Renown, Clara. 
Map 9: Renown. 
Map 10: Renown, Retribution.    
Map 11: Hotspur, Deux Freres, Loire, Tonnant (castle pie!), Grasshopper. 
Map 12: Hotspur, Naiad. 
Map 13: Hotspur, Felicite. 
Map 14: Atropos. 
Map 15: Atropos. 
Map 16: Atropos, Amelia Jane, Vengeance. 
Map 17: Atropos, Castilla. 
Map 18: Atropos, Mejidieh. 
Map 19: Lydia, Natividad. 
Map 20: Lydia, Natividad. 
Map 21: Lydia, Natividad. 
Map 22: Lydia, Natividad. 
Map 23: Sutherland, Witch of Endor. 
Map 24: Sutherland, Caligula, Pluto, Cassandra. 
Map 25: Maggie Jones, Lotus, Blanchefleur, Clam. 
Map 26: Nonsuch, Raven, Blanchefleur, Clam, Harvey, Moth, Lotus. 
Map 27: Friedrich, Blitzer, Charlotte, Ritterhaus, Weiss Ross, Harvey. 
Map 28: no ships named. 
Map 29: Flame. 
Map 30: Clorinda, Daring, Estrella del Sur, Bride of Abydos.  
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Ships’ Names in Alphabetical Order: 

Amazon: 
HMS Amazon was mentioned by Hornblower’s biographer as having acted in consort with 
HMS Indefatigable during the blockade of Brest in driving the Droits de l’Homme “into the 
breakers and a thousand men to their deaths”. This incident was not described in “Mr 
Midshipman Hornblower” and so it may be assumed that it took place before Hornblower 
had served on the Indefatigable. (see also under Droits de l’Homme). (SOL) 
When Hornblower arrived on HMS Victory after he had been picked up at sea on his escape 
from France, he was greeted on board by Captain Calendar who reminded him that he had 
been “first of the Amazon” when Hornblower was on the Indefatigable. (FLY) 
 
Amelia Jane: 
The Amelia Jane of London was a large brig and “thirty-seven days out of Barbados” when 
she was captured by a French privateer while anchored in the fog in the Downs near Deal in 
Kent. Hornblower had been alerted to possible trouble when he heard what could have 
been a musket being fired in the mist and then later seeing an oar float by the Atropos with 
a crossed or French “7” marked on it. He took the gig with a party of armed seamen and 
recaptured the brig. He forced from the French prize master the information that there was 
a Dunkirk trawler disguised as a Ramsgate trawler also anchored nearby. The first lieutenant 
of the Atropos was then sent off with another party of armed seamen to capture the 
privateer, Vengeance, of Dunkirk. (ATR) 
 
Amelie: 
The Amelie was a French cargo brig taken as a prize by the Sutherland just off the Spanish 
coast. At the time of her capture she was “six days out from Marseille for Barcelona. 
General cargo of military stores. Twenty-five tons powder. One hundred and twenty-five 
tons of biscuit. Beef and pork in casks. Brandy”. This was worth “several hundred pounds at 
least” in prize money to an impecunious Hornblower and the Amelie was sailed off to 
Menorca to the Admiralty agent in Port Mahon. (SOL) 
 
Amphion: 
HMS Amphion (Captain Sutton) was a frigate and part of the Channel Fleet under Admiral 
Cornwallis. (see also under Indefatigable). (HOT) 
HMS Amphion was next encountered as one of the frigates screening Admiral Collingwood’s 
Mediterranean Fleet. (ATR) 
 
Aquila: 
The Aquila was an empty troop transport that happened to be sailing for Portsmouth from 
Palermo at the same time that Hornblower had relinquished command of the Atropos and 
was also returning to England. She was a fast ship and sailed without a convoy and 
Hornblower’s journey home was a speedy one. (ATR) 
 
Arethusa: 
When Hornblower promised to “make out an acting warrant” for the Harvey’s carpenter’s 
mate, Wilson, who had found a solution for the steerage of the bomb ketches when their 
rudders had been lifted out of the water by the ships being raised on “camels”, he learnt 
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that Wilson had served a commission in HMS Arethusa and “two commissions in the old 
Superb”.  (COM) 
 
Atropos: 
HMS Atropos (Captain Horatio Hornblower) was a twenty two gun sloop, a sixth-rate and 
newly out of dry dock. “She was only a small ship, the smallest three-masted vessel in the 
service, the smallest that could merit a captain to command her”. “She sat low in the water, 
flush-decked”. “At her bows was a crude figurehead of a draped female painted in red and 
white; in her clumsily carved hands she carried a large pair of gilded shears”. Hornblower’s 
cabin was small with no bulkhead dividing his day and night cabins. When loaded at 
Deptford she took on four tons of powder, eighty kegs of one hundredweight each stored 
among the magazines. Her four long guns, two forward and two aft, used nine-pounder balls 
while the eighteen carronades of the main armament took twelve-pounder balls, a total of 
twenty tons of iron on the ship. Hornblower thought of the Atropos “with eleven popguns a 
side”. The voyage of the Atropos under Hornblower started by departing from her 
anchorage on the Thames at Deptford and proceeding initially to another anchorage at sea 
off Kent in the Downs. Here her crew captured a French privateer, the Vengeance, also at 
the same anchorage because of fog, and retook the privateer’s prize, the Amelia Jane of 
London. The ship then sailed down to Gibraltar where she picked up the irascible Mr 
McCullum and his three native divers. McCullum was the wreck master and salvage director 
of the Honourable East India Company. Hornblower later rendezvoused with the 
commander in chief of the Mediterranean Fleet, Admiral Collingwood. The Atropos later 
carried on to Marmorice Bay in Turkey where a British transport ship, Speedwell, had gone 
down loaded with gold and silver bullion. After much work all the silver and two-thirds of 
the gold was recovered from the wreck. By exceptional seamanship by Hornblower, the 
Atropos managed to elude a hostile Turkish warship, Mejidieh, and to avoid being hit by the 
shore forts and escaped to the open sea and transferred the treasure to Gibraltar. Atropos 
was then ordered to carry out a reconnaissance operation east of Gibraltar looking into 
Spanish harbours for signs of enemy ships. At Cartagena she found the large Spanish frigate, 
Castilla, a survivor from Trafalgar, getting ready to sail. Normally the Atropus could outrun 
the Castilla but when unfortunately one of her midshipman, “Mr Prince”, fell overboard, the 
Atropos had to stop to pick up the royal personage. Hornblower cleverly used the ruse of 
signalling to other non-existent ships which the Spaniard obviously concluded were just over 
the horizon and therefore he ceased chasing. The Castilla was shadowed by the Atropos 
until she encountered a British convoy escorted by the British frigate, HMS Nightingale. 
There ensued a hard fought battle where all ships were badly damaged, particularly the 
Nightingale, but the Castilla was captured and taken into Palermo harbour in Sicily. In 
Palermo, Hornblower and his crew worked very hard to repair the damage to Atropos 
caused by her battle with the Castilla. Initially, Hornblower received orders to take Atropos 
to join the squadron blockading Naples under Commodore Harris. However, while in 
harbour the newly repaired and spruced up Atropos caught the eye of the “worthless king”, 
Ferdinand, King of Naples and Sicily. Collingwood had to inform Hornblower that his ship 
was being transferred to the Sicilian Navy. Such a decision was being thrust on the Admiral 
for political reasons and as Atropos was the smallest ship in the Mediterranean Fleet, he left 
an angry Hornblower with no choice other than either to relinquish his command or to 
transfer to Sicilian service. Hornblower chose the former. Atropos ceased to be a ship of the 
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Royal Navy and the first lieutenant, Jones, took over as captain and twenty members of her 
crew volunteered to stay with the ship. (ATR) 
 
Augusta: 
The Augusta was the royal yacht of King George III when, under Hornblower’s command, 
the ship was used to provide “a course of fresh air and change of scene” for the mentally 
ailing and aged king. The ship was not a large one and was only armed with “four stumpy 
six-pounders, and the two long nine-pounders fore and aft”. Her “flimsy sides” were 
regarded as no match for keeping out twelve-pounder balls. However, the Augusta with the 
king and his party left Newhaven in Sussex for a short cruise in the English Channel. Her 
escort for the trip was HMS Cormorant, a twenty gun corvette.  During the night a dense fog 
separated the ships and at dawn, as the fog was lifting, the Augusta was attacked by a much 
larger American privateer. Some damage was done to Augusta’s rigging before the 
Cormorant reappeared and engaged the American allowing Hornblower and his charge to 
reach safety. (see under Cormorant).  (OMT-HM) 
 
Blanchefleur: 
The Blanchefleur was a French privateer, “what the Frogs call a corvette”. She was a “big 
ship-rigged privateer, ten guns a side, flush-decked”. She had taken as a prize the Maggie 
Jones (see under that name) and had put a prize crew on her to sail back to Kiel before going 
on to France. Hornblower realised that such a ship loose in the Baltic against merchant 
shipping had to be found and dealt with. According to the prisoners freed from the Maggie 
Jones, the Blanchefleur had pilots on board to navigate her through the shoal waters of the 
Baltic. A subsequent search of the sea near Rugen by Hornblower’s ships led to the 
Blanchefleur being spotted and chased into what she thought was safety behind the long 
narrow strip of Hiddensoe.  The ship was subsequently destroyed by the use of mortar 
bombs being dropped on to her from the bomb ketches, Harvey and Moth, anchored on the 
other side of the sand spit. (COM) 
 
Blitzer: 
The Blitzer was a one hundred ton coaster from Elbing and was carrying grain when she was 
burnt. This vessel was one of the twelve enemy ships and twenty four barges destroyed by a 
raiding party of one hundred and fifty men led by Lieutenant Vickery from Hornblower’s 
squadron in the Baltic. The raid was carried out in the Gulf of Danzig in the Frisches Haff, a 
long narrow bay separated from the Baltic Sea by a sand spit. At the end of the operation 
the raiding party was picked up by Lieutenant Mound and the bomb ketches HMS Harvey 
and HMS Moth. The four boats used for the expedition were the Nonsuch’s launch and 
cutter and the cutters from the sloops Lotus and Raven. All four boats were abandoned and 
destroyed by Vickery before the escape on the Harvey. (see also under Harvey, Moth, 
Charlotte, Fried Rich, Ritter Horse and Weece Ross). (A useful map, number 27, showing 
details of this operation can be found in “The Hornblower Companion” written by 
Hornblower’s biographer).  (COM) 
 
Blossom: 
The Blossom was a sloop used by pirates in the Caribbean. She was captained by Harkness, 
“one of the last of the petty pirates” and met her end when “cut off by the Clorinda in about 
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1821 off Savannalamar”. Long range fire from the Clorinda had made her run aground with 
Harkness “almost cut in two by a round shot” from the frigate. (HWI-BP) 
 
Bonne Celestine: 
When HMS Flame’s mutineers attempted to surrender to the French authorities in Honfleur 
they were met with a very hostile reception as the French had been duped into thinking it 
was the Flame and not the disguised Porta Coeli that had been responsible for the capture 
of the newly arrived French West Indiaman, Caryatide. The Flame was attacked by gunboats 
and a French chasse-maree lugger, the Bonne Celestine. After running alongside the Flame 
and boarding her, the Bonne Celestine was herself boarded and captured and taken as a 
prize by the Porta Coeli. (LDH) 
 
Bounty: 
HMS Bounty was in Hornblower’s mind as the Lydia, after seven months at sea, was nearing 
the end of its outbound journey to the Pacific. He was on the lookout for any signs of 
disaffection in the ship. (HAP) 
 
Bride of Abydos: 
The Bride of Abydos had been an eighteen gun brig in Royal Naval service until, in 
peacetime, she had been sold to a private owner, Mr Charles Ramsbottom. In naval service 
such ships were “notoriously unpleasant craft, crowded and crank” but she had been made 
“comfortable enough”. Her armament of eighteen guns had been reduced to twelve, 
comprising “two long sixes and ten carronades, twenty-four pounders instead of thirty two 
pounders”. Her sail plan had been modified and her weight reduction of ten tons made her 
“a seaworthy craft”. 
Hornblower was invited aboard the Bride to dine and the next day he saw her leave Jamaica 
to continue what was thought to be her pleasure cruise around the Caribbean. However, 
the Bride changed her name to HMS Desperate and under this false name she went on to 
capture the Helmond, a Dutch ship carrying guns for the Spanish army so that they could be 
used by Bolivar in the revolution against Spanish rule. Hornblower in the Clorinda later 
captured the Bride of Abydos which was in the care of a small group of Venezuelan soldiers 
and put a prize crew on her. All the Bride’s crew were ashore in Venezuela working as 
artillerymen for the stolen guns at Carabobo. 
(Although Hornblower’s biographer never mentioned it, it is likely that Ramsbottom named 
the former naval brig the “Bride of Abydos” following the publication in 1813 of one of 
Byron’s “heroic poems” of the same name). (HWI-GC)  
 
Britannia: 
HMS Britannia was a ship of the line and the flagship of Admiral Hood who took over from 
Admiral Gambier as commander of the Channel Fleet in 1811. The arrival of the Britannia 
meant that the Victory could sail home to Portsmouth and at the same time take 
Hornblower back for his court martial. (FLY) 
 
Buckler: 
HMS Buckler (Captain Cogshill) was a twenty eight gun frigate serving on the Jamaica station 
when the Renown and her three prizes arrived there from Santo Domingo. Vice Admiral 
Lambert promptly transferred Captain Cogshill to command of the Renown because her 
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captain, Sawyer, was dead and because her acting commander, Buckland, was not to be 
promoted. (LTH)  
 
Caesar: 
HMS Caesar (80) was one of the ships mentioned as being paid off following the declaration 
of peace in 1802. (see also under La Diana and Tamar). (LTH) 
 
Caligula: 
HMS Caligula (Captain Bolton) was one of the three ships commanded by Rear Admiral Sir 
Percy Leighton who were the escort as far as the Tagus for an East India convoy and other 
ships. The other two escort ships were Hornblower’s Sutherland and the flagship, HMS 
Pluto. The Caligula continued her escort duties taking the two naval store ships to Port 
Mahon in Menorca before her rendezvous with the Sutherland off Palamos Point. At a later 
date the Caligula took part in an attack with the Pluto on Rosas Bay. This happened after the 
surrender and capture of the Sutherland in a battle with four French ships of the line. This 
action led to the complete destruction of the French ships and also the finishing off of the 
Sutherland in order to deprive the enemy of any further use of her. Hornblower from his 
prison was able to see that the Caligula was “firing rapidly and well”. (SOL) 
While Hornblower was in captivity in the fort of Rosas he could see far out to sea from the 
ramparts the “royals of the Pluto and the Caligula” waiting for reinforcements from the 
Mediterranean fleet before coming in to attack the French ships sheltering there. 
Hornblower with his classical education was aware that the words “Oderint dum metuant” 
were “picked out in letters of gold across the Caligula’s stern”. The words reflected the 
Caesar Caligula’s maxim- “Let them hate so long as they fear”. (FLY) 
 
Calypso: 
HMS Calypso (Captain Hammond) was one of the ships at anchor in Gibraltar harbour when 
the Spanish sent fire ships in to the anchorage. Her captain, “Black Charlie Hammond”, was 
one of the examiners for lieutenant taking place on the Santa Barbara. (MID) 
 
Camilla:  
HMS Camilla (Captain Howard) was a thirty-six gun frigate that, together with HMS 
Nonsuch, joined Hornblower’s squadron in Le Havre. (LDH) 
 
Camille (or Camilla): 
The Camille was a Breton lobster boat seized by the Hotspur in advance of the raid on the 
telegraph station at Petit Minou. It was used to carry Hornblower and the first of the raiding 
party to the jetty without arousing any suspicion by the sentries. The boat was apparently 
going to be returned to the fishermen the next day. (HOT)  
 
Caradoc: 
HMS Caradoc was well known in the fleet for the large amount of prize money she had won. 
It was said that the ship’s company were due to share seventy thousand pounds following 
“the captures the Caradoc had made in the Bay of Biscay”. (LTH) 
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Caroline: 
His Majesty’s transport brig Caroline was a ship that had been converted to carry live cattle 
as part of its cargo. She was a worn out ship and “leaked like a sieve”. Her job was to supply 
the Royal Navy in the Mediterranean with its food requirements. Because of the outbreak of 
the plague in Oran where the Caroline was due to be loaded with grain and cattle, the need 
for quarantine had meant that this ship had to stay away from the fleet for a period of time. 
It happened that Hornblower had found himself near the site of the outbreak with his 
longboat crew. Captain Pellew agreed to his request to stay on the Caroline and bring her 
into Gibraltar with its much needed cargo. The ship therefore “spent three weeks of 
quarantine in homeless wanderings about the western Mediterranean” until she was able to 
arrive in Gibraltar. She trailed behind her “a growing farmyard stench”. However, under 
Hornblower’s leadership the crew of the Caroline were able to capture a Spanish coastguard 
cutter that had attempted to investigate her too closely. (In “The Hornblower Companion” 
the cruise of the Caroline is plotted in some detail in Map 6 by Hornblower’s biographer). 
(MID-NA) 
 
Caryatide: 
The Caryatide was a French West Indiaman first seen by the Porta Coeli as she made a clear 
run into port having evaded the continental blockade. At the time, Hornblower was forced 
to let her go because he was in the course of pursuing the mutineers on HMS Flame. Later a 
skilful and very quick action by boats from the Porta Coeli succeeded in capturing this ship 
as she lay at anchor in Le Havre. The Caryatide was sailed back to England as a prize 
complete with her cargo which would have been very precious to the blockaded French and 
which had not been transferred to lighters at the time of the action. (LDH) 
 
Cassandra: 
HMS Cassandra (Captain Frederick Cooke, six months junior to Hornblower) was a thirty-two 
gun frigate that had been acting as the inshore lookout for the Royal Naval squadron 
blockading Toulon. This ship had caught sight of four French ships of the line that had 
broken out of Toulon at night. She was running about six miles ahead of them keeping them 
under observation when she met Hornblower’s Sutherland, newly detached from Admiral 
Leighton’s squadron in order “to examine the French coastline all the way along to Toulon”. 
Although Captain Cooke wished to stay in sight of the French, Hornblower ordered him to 
use the Cassandra’s “turn of speed” and head west to “seek out the Pluto and Caligula” so 
that any engagement with the four French ships could be more conclusive.  (SOL) 
While Hornblower was in captivity in Rosas he could see from the ramparts of the fort the 
topsails of the Cassandra “keeping sleepless watch over the four French ships” sheltered 
under the guns of the fort. (FLY)  
 
Castilla: (1) 
The Castilla was a Spanish warship armed with eighteen guns a side that had managed after 
six weeks to break the blockade by leaving Ferrol. She was intercepted by the frigate HMS 
Marguerite and boarded and captured. Hornblower was one of the officers who led the 
boarding party. 
(For some reason Hornblower’s biographer never mentioned this incident again in the 
biographies and if he did, he did not make it clear which Castilla he was referring to 
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although the second Castilla can usually be inferred as the ship which gave rise to the “fifty 
guinea sword”). (OMT-HD) 
 
Castilla: (2) 
This Castilla was a large Spanish frigate carrying forty-four guns, “twice as many as the 
Atropos” and “three times their weight of metal”. She was a survivor from Trafalgar. The 
Castilla was shadowed by Atropos until the Spanish ship came across a British convoy being 
escorted by HMS Nightingale. There followed a hard fought battle where the Nightingale in 
particular was very badly damaged but the Castilla was captured by boarding parties from 
both Atropos and Nightingale. The Castilla was then led into Palermo harbour in Sicily. (ATR) 
When Hornblower arrived at Panama and was preparing to go ashore to call upon the 
Spanish Governor and Viceroy, it was mentioned that he put on his “gold-hilted sword (a 
sword of the value of fifty guineas’, the gift of the Patriotic Fund for Lieutenant 
Hornblower’s part in the capture of the Castilla)”. Hornblower’s left hand still “bore the 
ingrained powder stain he had acquired when boarding the Castilla”. (HAP) 
Several years later, when Hornblower was captain of the Sutherland, he wore “the fifty-
guinea sword” which he had been awarded after the capture of the Castilla. (SOL) 
Hornblower saw his “fifty guinea sword” for the last time when he was forced to give it up 
when his French captors came to take him and Bush from Rosas to travel to Paris for trial 
and certain execution. By this time, the sword he had been awarded for leading the 
boarding of the Castilla some years before was in a sorry state because of “the hiltless tang 
and the battered places on the sheath where the gold had been torn off”. (FLY)   
Hornblower was in an introspective mood when in 1814 he returned on a visit to the de 
Gracays, Marie and the Comte, and still considered himself as the “same man as boarded 
the Castilla” even though he also “felt as if those things had happened to someone else”. 
(LDH) 
 
Charlotte: 
The Charlotte was a ship-rigged vessel of four hundred tons from Danzig. She had a crew of 
twenty five and was carrying a “general cargo of military stores- tents, stretchers, horse-
shoes, ten thousand stand of small arms”. She was one of the ships destroyed in a raid from 
the Nonsuch and led by Lieutenant Vickery. (see also under Blitzer). (COM) 
 
Clam: 
HMS Clam (Lieutenant Freeman) was a cutter (see under Nonsuch) and was part of 
Hornblower’s squadron in the Baltic in 1812.  Of all the ships in the squadron the Clam was 
the “feeblest” and probably could be sunk by a single shot. However, when she followed the 
lead ship, Lotus, through the sound between Denmark and Sweden to arrive in the Baltic, 
the guns on the hostile Danish side had not had time to fire on her. When Hornblower’s 
squadron had found the French privateer, Blanchefleur, and had trapped her behind the 
sand spit of Hiddensoe, the Clam had the vital task of reporting on the fall of bombs from 
the two bomb ketches and signalling this information back to them. After Hornblower’s 
squadron left St Petersburg to sail down the Baltic towards Danzig, the Clam was left behind 
to wait for any news of the outbreak of impending war between France and Russia and she 
later re-joined the squadron carrying Colonel Lord Wychwood with this news and 
despatches from the British ambassador at St Petersburg. The Clam was then sent on to 
England “with the utmost rapidity” carrying news of the outbreak of the war together with 
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other despatches and letters. The Clam later returned to the Baltic from the Admiralty with 
despatches and letters for Hornblower from Lady Barbara.  (COM) 
It was mentioned by Lord St Vincent to Hornblower that HMS Clam had brought him back 
from Russia in 1812. At that time, Hornblower was ill with “Russian” typhus. (LDH)  
 
Clara: 
HMS Clara (Captain Ford) was a sloop of war that met the flagship and Renown and other 
ships in the squadron in the West Indies with news that peace had been declared in 1802 so 
that Britain, France and Spain were no longer at war. (LTH) 
 
Clement: 
HM brig Clement was one of Hornblower’s squadron of “fourteen sloops and schooners” 
used on the West Indies station in 1821. She was mentioned as having “cleaned out” pirates 
from “some lonely cay” a year earlier. (see also under Crab). (HWI-BP) 
 
Clorinda:  
HMS Clorinda (Captain Sir Thomas Fell) was a “fifth-rate” frigate and was part of 
Hornblower’s squadron in the West Indies in 1821. She was “built to carry seventy tons of 
artillery, with forty tons of powder and shot in her magazines”. At the start of Hornblower’s 
commission in the West Indies she was in dock undergoing a refit. (see under Crab). (HWI-
EH) 
After her refit Clorinda was Hornblower’s flagship and was used to intercept slave ships 
making for the Spanish colonies of Puerto Rico and Cuba. It was on this task that the fast 
Spanish slaver Estrella del Sur (Star of the South) was encountered and pursued 
unsuccessfully until she made harbour in San Juan. During this pursuit Clorinda’s captain 
ordered various methods to try to increase her speed. These included the pumping out of 
her fresh water supply to lighten load, running out the guns on the weather side to put the 
ship on a more even keel and therefore causing less water resistance and similarly moving 
shot from one side to the other. Also, the ship’s carpenter was ordered to “knock loose” the 
wedges of the mainmast so that more play might increase speed. Although built for speed 
the Clorinda was no match for the Estrella. (HWI-SS)         
The Clorinda was mentioned as having destroyed the pirate sloop, Blossom, and causing the 
death of her captain. She later carried Hornblower and a force of men round to Montego 
Bay. They were specially armed with a mortar and its shells were to be used in the 
destruction of the pirates who had survived the end of the Blossom. (HWI-BP) 
Clorinda continued to act as Hornblower’s flagship and in particular was instrumental in 
capturing the Bride of Abydos, now falsely named the Desperate, and the recovery of the 
captured Dutch transport ship, Helmond. While Clorinda was lying at anchor off the 
Venezuelan coast with the Bride of Abydos close by, she was approached by two frigates, 
one Spanish and the other Dutch. The Dutch captain wished to seize the Bride as it was a 
pirate ship that had taken the Helmond and the Spanish captain wanted her because she 
was a privateer and therefore an enemy ship. All the time that the two ships were close to 
the Clorinda, Hornblower had her crew sent to quarters and the ship’s guns run out. The 
Clorinda could change her direction while at anchor by the use of springs or “cables passed 
through the after ports to the anchor cable” so that any broadside would be effectively 
aimed. However, somehow Hornblower managed to defuse the situation and kept the Bride 
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of Abydos from being taken from his control. (see also under Bride of Abydos and Helmond).
                      (HWI-GC) 
The formal ceremony whereby Hornblower’s flag was hauled down to be replaced by that of 
Rear Admiral Ransome took place on the quarterdeck of the Clorinda. (HWI-HU) 
 
Clorinde: 
The Clorinde was a French frigate that had engaged the Hotspur on New Year’s Eve 1803, 
causing her much damage. However, the Clorinde had then been caught by HMS Naiad and 
had been fought to a standstill and captured. The other French frigate escorting the four 
transports involved escaped. (HOT) 
 
Columbine: 
The Columbine was a London based brig that had been captured by the Spanish in 1806. Her 
second mate, Edward, later Eduardo, Stuart, was brought to Puerto Rico as a prisoner. 
“When the Dons changed sides in 1808”, he was able to set up as a ship chandler, remaining 
in San Juan and he contracted to sell fresh meat to the Clorinda while there. (HWI-SS) 
 
Conqueror: 
It was mentioned that when HMS Conqueror paid off it had allowed Lieutenant Bush three 
weeks to stay with his mother and sisters before joining Renown in Plymouth in 1800. (LTH) 
 
Constitution: 
The USS Constitution (Commodore Preble) was an American frigate noticed by Hornblower 
lying at anchor as the Hotspur entered Cadiz Harbour rendering passing honours on her 
way. (HOT) 
 
Cormorant: 
HMS Cormorant (Captain Melville) was a twenty gun corvette detailed to escort the Royal 
Yacht Augusta, commanded by Hornblower, for a short cruise out into the English Channel 
from Newhaven in Sussex. The royal yacht was carrying an elderly and ailing King George III 
in an experiment by his doctors to see if his mental health could be helped by a change of 
scenery and sea air. During the night and in thick fog the Cormorant lost sight of the 
Augusta but fortunately was able to find her just in time at dawn by the sound of the yacht 
being attacked by a United States privateer. The Cormorant engaged the privateer but both 
ships disappeared from Hornblower’s view in the fog with only the sound of a prolonged 
exchange of guns being heard. The eventual fate of the Cormorant in this engagement was 
not made known by Hornblower’s biographer. He also pointed out that such was the strain 
on the Royal Navy at that time that out of a fleet comprising one hundred and twenty ships 
of the line and two hundred frigates, only the Cormorant could be spared notwithstanding 
the presence of the King on the Augusta.  (OMT-HM) 
 
Crab:            
HM schooner Crab (Lieutenant Harcourt) was armed with two six-pounders and “with a 
crew of no more than sixteen men, not counting supernumeraries”. She was described as 
having a “handy fore and aft rig” which made her quite manoeuvrable. Hornblower was 
later informed by the Crab’s captain that “a beamy schooner like this isn’t intended to sail 
on her side” and would make less leeway under moderate sail “as long as we’re close-
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hauled with a strong breeze”. The Crab was one of the “fourteen sloops and schooners” plus 
three frigates that comprised Hornblower’s squadron in the sixth year of peace following 
the defeat and capture of Napoleon Bonaparte. It was Hornblower’s view that “they are 
very desirable craft for the duties I have to perform”. “In wartime he would have had a 
powerful fleet” but now “in his scheme the frigates became three-deckers and the brigs 
seventy fours and the schooners frigates. He had a van a centre, and a rear”. (see also under 
Clement). 
In 1821 one of the “supernumeraries” was Rear Admiral Lord Hornblower, Royal Naval 
Commander-in Chief in the West Indies. Hornblower had been forced to use this ship as a 
temporary flagship when he paid an official visit to the US port of New Orleans. The three 
frigates in his squadron were not available, (Phoebe had been struck by lightning off Morant 
Cape, Clorinda was in the process of a refit and Roebuck was off Curacao “keeping an eye on 
the Dutchmen” and the arms trade with Venezuela). (HWI-EH) 
 
Daring: 
The Daring was an American owned ex-privateer but under charter to a French General, 
Cambronne. She was a ship of over 800 tons, flush decked and, although a merchant ship, 
was armed with twelve 12 pounders. She was “one of the fastest ships built” and had been 
seen to travel at 15 knots when pursued by a British warship (Tenedos) during the war of 
1812. In 1821, while in New Orleans, Hornblower had noticed “her beautiful lines” with a 
likely huge spread of canvas.  As a privateer the Daring had taken six prizes before the peace 
brought about by the Treaty of Ghent. She also could have been a slaver. 
The Daring featured in the short story, “Elizabeth of Hungary” in “Hornblower in the West 
Indies”. With a full peace time crew and five hundred Imperial Guardsmen she was going to 
be used to spring Bonaparte from his prison on St Helena. Needless to say, Hornblower 
eventually triumphed and prevented General Cambronne from achieving his aim.  (HWI-EH)    
 
Dart: 
The Dart was a ship that happened to be sailing to Calcutta when the master’s mate and 
four hands who had been released by the mutineers on HMS Flame arrived on land at 
Bembridge on the Isle of Wight. To prevent word of the mutiny leaking out to the fleet, 
these men were held in custody and then “shipped” out in the Dart. (It was not made clear 
whether the Dart was a warship or a naval auxiliary). (LDH)    
                                                                                                      
Dauntless: 
HMS Dauntless was mentioned as one of the ships at anchor in Gibraltar harbour when the 
Spanish sent fire ships into the anchorage. (MID-EL) 
 
Desperate: 
This was the false name for his ship used by Charles Ramsbottom, the owner of the former 
naval brig-of-war, Bride of Abydos. It was used to fool the Spanish and Dutch authorities into 
believing that the Royal Navy was blockading the coast of Venezuela and islands in the 
vicinity during the time of the local nationalist uprisings against Spain. (HWI-GC)   
 
Deux Freres: 
The Deux Freres or, according to Bush, the “Duke’s Freers”, was a French fishing-boat 
encountered by the Hotspur just outside the boat’s home port of Brest. The boat’s captain 
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was invited aboard by Hornblower and in conversation and over several glasses of rum 
much useful information about the state of local French naval shipping and its lack of 
readiness for action was obtained. However, Hornblower did learn that a frigate, the Loire, 
had been made ready for sea. He also encouraged the fisherman to meet him again by 
paying an over-generous amount of two ten-franc pieces for two baskets of newly caught 
pilchards. Hornblower continued to make use of this source of intelligence the longer he 
remained on station close to Brest. (HOT) 
 
Diamond: 
HMS Diamond was a thirty two gun frigate and was part of Vice-Admiral Calder’s fleet. She 
was observed by Hornblower as the fleet passed him in the Princess as it sailed to meet the 
combined French and Spanish fleet at what was to be the inconclusive battle of Cape 
Finisterre on 22nd July 1805. (see also under Princess). (CRS) 
 
Doris: 
HMS Doris (Captain Smith) was a frigate and in the spring of 1803 she was part of the 
Channel Fleet’s Inshore Squadron commanded by Captain Pellew in HMS Tonnant. The 
squadron also included three other two-deckers, the frigate Naiad and the sloop, Hotspur. 
The Doris and the Naiad were spotted by the officers of the Hotspur one morning as they 
accompanied six French coasters captured as prizes being taken out to the Inshore 
Squadron. Officers on the Hotspur ruefully remarked that their success would not have been 
possible if the battery on Petit Minou had not been wrecked by their raiding party. After the 
engagement between the Hotspur and four French transports and their two escorting 
frigates in the Goulet in Brest, the Doris had found one of these transports aground and 
under fire from coastal batteries she “had sent in her boats and burned her”. (HOT) 
 
Dreadnought: 
HMS Dreadnought (Captain Foster) was anchored in Gibraltar harbour on the night that the 
Spanish sent fire ships into the anchorage. Her captain then was “Dreadnought” Foster who 
was one of the examiners for lieutenant taking place on the Santa Barbara. (MID-EL) 
The Dreadnought was later seen by Hornblower in 1803 when, as Admiral Parker’s flagship, 
she took over from Pellew’s Tonnant in charge of the Inshore Squadron off Brest. She was 
seen again with other ships of the Channel Fleet sheltering in Tor Bay. Hornblower reported 
to Admiral Parker on the Dreadnought after his return from Hotspur’s damaging 
engagement with the French frigate, Felicite. He was ordered by Parker to report to the 
Channel Fleet off Ushant. (HOT)   
 
Droits de l’Homme: 
Hornblower was able to tell Lady Barbara in their conversations on the homeward bound 
Lydia of “how Pellew took his frigates into the very surf to sink the Droits de l’Homme”. 
(HAP) 
Apparently this was a French warship that had been driven “into the breakers” by HMS 
Indefatigable and HMS Amazon. As this incident was not mentioned in “Mr Midshipman 
Hornblower”, it may be assumed that it happened before Hornblower’s time even though it 
was said that details of this event was “as distinct in his memory as those of the battle with 
the Natividad only nine months back”. Alternatively, it could be that Hornblower’s 
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biographer for some reason had omitted this incident from his official biography dealing 
with his subject’s time as a midshipman. (see also under Amazon). (SOL) 
While the Nonsuch was picking her way through shoals in the Baltic, Hornblower was 
reminded of when, as a midshipman in “Pellew’s Indefatigable,” he had been at the lead 
when the Droits de l’homme was destroyed “in the Biscay surf”. (COM) 
 
Dumbarton: 
The Dumbarton was one of four transport ships (see also Sophia) used to carry eleven 
hundred men and their equipment on what turned out to be an unsuccessful raid on 
Brittany in revolutionary France. A small British force supported a larger force of royalists. 
The Dumbarton carried two hundred and fifty royalist supporters and their horses. The 
transports were escorted by the Indefatigable and two gun-brigs. (MID-FL) 
 
Ecrevisse: a steam tug, see under Temeraire. (HWI-EH) 
 
Eendracht: see under Sutherland. (SOL) 
 
Esperance: 
The Esperance was a French brig “snapped up” as a prize by the Channel fleet. It turned out 
that on the ship was the Irish rebel, Barry McCool, who was transferred to HMS Renown, 
court martialled and hung. Hornblower was detailed to keep the prisoner under custody and 
to arrange his execution. (CRS-WM) 
 
Estrella del Sur (in English: Star of the South): 
The Estrella del Sur (Captain Don Miguel Gomez y Gonzalez) was a very fast slave ship, 
capable of at least twelve knots, with “fore-and-aft rig and fine lines” and could carry a 
cargo of four hundred slaves. The ship was intercepted by the frigate HMS Clorinda on 
which Hornblower was flying his flag as Commander-in-Chief on the West Indian station. 
There followed a chase to a safe port which the Estrella won because of her speed, her well 
trained crew and the “boldness” of her captain. Hornblower noticed that while healing over 
the ship “presented a streak of copper to his view, pinkish against the blue of the sea”. Such 
was his frustration that Captain Fell was forced to exclaim “that schooner sails like a witch”. 
However, the Estrella was caught the next day after she was forcibly slowed down. When 
she emerged from the harbour of San Juan in Puerto Rico a drogue that had been stealthily 
attached to her rudder by swimmers from Clorinda’s crew during the night eventually 
opened. The sudden deceleration caused the loss of her fore- topmast and the tearing off of 
the rudder. The drogue was “no more than a large sea-anchor. A bolt of No 1 canvas, sewn 
into a funnel, one end larger than the other”. (HWI-SS) 
 
Europe: 
The Europe was one of six East Indiamen being escorted down into the Atlantic by three 
ships under the command of Rear Admiral Sir Percy Leighton, flying his flag in HMS Pluto. In 
particular, the principal escort for these six ships was the Sutherland under the command of 
Hornblower. (see also under Lord Mornington and Walmer Castle). (SOL) 
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Felicite: 
The Felicite was a large French forty-four gun frigate that Hornblower noticed as the 
Hotspur entered Cadiz Harbour. As enemy ships in a neutral port, they could ignore each 
other. Presumably the Felicite left Cadiz twenty four hours after the Hotspur departed but 
she was later sighted by Hornblower when the frigates of Captain Moore’s squadron had 
spread out searching for the arrival of the Spanish treasure fleet or flota. By this time, the 
next ship in the line abreast to Hotspur was too far away to read her signal that she was 
going off to track the French ship which was believed to be looking for the flota to warn it 
about the presence of Moore’s force. Although the Hotspur attacked Felicite, she was 
reluctant to fight back as this would have delayed the warning to the treasure fleet. (HOT) 
 
Flame: 
HMS Flame (Captain Hosier) was one of the ships of the Channel Fleet under Admiral 
Cornwallis. Her captain and other captains had been summoned to dinner on the Tonnant. 
(see also under Prince). (HOT)  
 
Flame: 
HMS Flame (Lieutenant Chadwick) was an eighteen-gun brig whose crew mutinied in the 
Bay of the Seine. The crew threatened to surrender the ship to the French which lay just 
“under our lee” or, as Lord St Vincent put it, “those insolent rascals can slip into the Seine’s 
mouth in two shakes of a duck’s tail”. Chadwick and the other officers were held hostage 
while “a master’s mate and four loyal hands” were set adrift with an ultimatum addressed 
to the Admiralty. This was dated 7th October 1813. Ordered by the Admiralty to somehow 
bring an end to the mutiny, Hornblower in the Porta Coeli sighted the Flame off Honfleur 
“close up under the lee of the land” and looking “a trim beautiful little vessel”. One 
particular feature of the Flame noticed by Hornblower was that her foretopsail was patched 
with a light coloured cross showing up against the darker sail material. In all other respects 
the two sister ships were identical in appearance. Disguised as the Flame with a similar light 
coloured cross on the appropriate sail, the Porta Coeli let herself be seen by the port 
authorities at Le Havre and then went in and captured the newly arrived French West 
Indiaman, Caryatide. The next morning, as the Flame was evading the approaching 
Hornblower, she attempted to enter Honfleur but was met by gunboats and a French 
chasse-maree lugger, Bonne Celestine, who quickly went alongside and boarded her. The 
Porta Coeli subsequently went to her aid and captured the chasse-maree and recovered the 
Flame. During the struggle the Flame sustained damage from twenty-four pounder cannon 
balls from the gunboats. The ship was later patched up so that she could sail back to 
England. Due to the shortage of seamen, Hornblower “used his powers to pardon forty 
mutineers” from the Flame and her captain, Chadwick, was sent off in the Caryatide with 
dispatches to rendezvous with Admiral Pellew and the Mid-Channel Squadron. The repaired 
Flame was retained by Hornblower and he sailed in her into Le Havre followed by the Porta 
Coeli, Nonsuch and Camilla with a landing force of some five hundred men. With the 
withdrawal from Normandy of Bonaparte’s army, both the Flame and the Porta Coeli were 
sailed up the Seine to Rouen with Hornblower escorting the Duc d’Angouleme and 
entourage so that a grand entrance could be made into the city to mark the return of the 
Bourbon family. (LDH) 
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Flora: 
HMS Flora (Captain Andrews) was one of the ships of the Channel Fleet in 1803 under 
Admiral Cornwallis. Her captain and other captains had been summoned to dinner aboard 
HMS Tonnant. (see also under Prince). Hornblower overheard how each of the crew of her 
three hundred men had received fifteen pounds of prize money. Hornblower made his own 
calculation that Andrews would have received a quarter of the prize money, four thousand 
five hundred pounds! (HOT) 
 
Flora: 
The Flora was one of Hornblower’s “fourteen sloops and schooners” that formed, together 
with three frigates, his squadron in the West Indies. Her arrival back in Jamaica was 
expected after a detachment to the “Gulf Coast” and mention of her was made because this 
would have meant that the necessary number of captains would have been available to sit 
on the court martial of Royal Marine Hudnutt before Hornblower relinquished his command 
on the arrival of Admiral Ransome. In the event, Rear Admiral Ransome arrived on the 
Triton before the Flora returned. (HWI-HU) 
 
Fried Rich: 
The Fried Rich was a coaster of two hundred tons and from Elbing. She had a crew of seven 
and was carrying a cargo of rye and live pigs when she was burnt in the Frisches Haff by a 
raiding party led by Lieutenant Vickery. Her crew were sent ashore in their own boat. (see 
also under Blitzer)  (COM) 
 
Gazelle: 
HMS Gazelle was a Royal Navy sloop of war mentioned as arriving at Le Havre carrying both 
dispatches, the Duchess of Angouleme and, as a complete surprise to Hornblower, Lady 
Barbara. (LDH) 
 
Goliath: 
HMS Goliath was mentioned as being the ship on which Lieutenant Chalk served. He was in 
charge of press gangs waiting ashore with a party of midshipmen, including Hornblower, 
and seamen intending to seize men from the West India convoy when it arrived in 
Portsmouth. (MID-EC)  
 
Grasshopper: 
HM lugger Grasshopper was involved off the coast of Northern Brittany with the Hotspur 
and the Naiad in an attempt to disrupt the passage of French flat bottomed gun-boats. 
However, she was disabled and before the Hotspur could tow her to safety she was 
destroyed by the explosion of a shell fired from a French army field howitzer. (HOT) 
 
Guepe: 
The Guepe was a French brig of war that intercepted the water hoy, Princess, when she was 
carrying Hornblower and the former officers of the Hotspur following the loss of their ship 
off Brest. The Guepe had first been seen about five or six miles away and her appearance 
began to raise concern as she had the design of a French ship because of the spacing of her 
masts, “the equality between the fore- and main-topmasts”, and a “white sheen about her 
canvas”. She was eventually identified as “one of those new fast brigs” called “bricks”. The 
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Princess had no choice but to surrender to the Guepe but its boarding party was overcome 
in a short but brutal struggle. In the dark a boat full of former Hotspur men rowed across to 
the French ship and in another brutal struggle overcame the surprised men still on deck. 
While half the crew of the Guepe were battened down below decks, the ship‘s rigging and 
yards were quickly destroyed before Hotspur’s men escaped back to the Princess. However, 
this was not before Hornblower had been able to find in the captain’s desk what appeared 
to be an important dispatch “in a sandwich of lead” which should have been thrown 
overboard by the Frenchman before capture. This find was to have far reaching 
consequences for both Hornblower, the Royal Navy and the French. (CRS)  
 
Hanbury Castle: 
The Hanbury Castle was an East Indiaman encountered by Hornblower at St Helena on the 
Lydia’s return voyage from the Pacific. The ship was waiting to be part of a convoy home 
under the command of Rear Admiral Saumarez in the Temeraire. The Lydia joined this 
convoy as the only frigate in the escort. The Hanbury Castle was the ship to which Lady 
Barbara and her maid were transferred for the rest of the voyage home. (HAP) 
 
Hannibal: 
When, on the Atropos, Hornblower questioned the sickberth attendant how long it would 
take Dr Eisenbeiss to operate on Mr McCullum, his reply was that “in the old Hannibal, sir, 
we took off eleven legs in half an hour” at Algeciras. (ATR) 
While waiting for his court martial for surrendering the Sutherland, Hornblower realised 
that he was “the first captain to strike his colours in a British ship of the line since Captain 
Ferris in the Hannibal at Algeciras”. (FLY) 
 
Harriet: 
The Harriet was a naval store ship and together with the Nancy, a similar ship, sailed in 
convoy down to Gibraltar and then on, with HMS Caligula as escort, to Port Mahon in 
Menorca. (SOL) 
 
Harvey: 
HMS Harvey (Lieutenant Percival Mound) was a bomb ketch (see also Moth and under 
Nonsuch) and was part of Hornblower’s squadron in the Baltic in 1812. As she sailed through 
the sound between Denmark and Sweden, Harvey was hit and crippled by French controlled 
Danish gunfire. “Her towering mainmast had been cut through just above her deck; mast 
and shrouds, and the huge area of canvas she carried were trailing over her quarter. Her 
stumpy mizzentopmast had gone as well”. However, the Nonsuch, following behind, was 
able to get a tow on to her with a cable wrapped round the remains of her mizzenmast and 
to pull her to safety stern first. Repairs were later carried out with assistance from men of 
the flagship as the squadron lay heaved-to in open sea in the Baltic. 
After the French privateer, Blanchefleur, had been trapped behind the sand spit of   
Hiddensoe, Hornblower temporarily transferred his flag to the Harvey. In a well- 
coordinated operation, the Harvey and the other bomb-ketch, Moth, started firing at the 
French ship with the fall of bombs being observed and signalled back by the Clam. 
Hornblower was fascinated by the bomb ketches and the way that they operated. He 
noticed the absence of a foremast and the position of the mizzen mast further aft. The 
forestay of the mainmast was a necessarily “prodigious” iron chain, “curiously incongruous 
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amid the hempen rigging”. “The waist of the ketch was forward” and on either side of the 
midline were “two huge mortars”. “The two mortars were like big cauldrons in the eyes of 
the bomb ketch”. 
The Harvey’s contribution to the successful shipping raid in the Frisches Haff was to stand 
off from the sand spit and recover most of the seamen and marines who had taken part in 
the raid and after they had abandoned their boats. The other bomb ketch, Moth, took off 
the rest of the raiding party. In the shallow waters with an extra hundred men on board the 
Harvey temporarily grounded but the ship was freed by all the men running from side to 
side literally to rock the boat. 
 Later, to help relieve the French siege of the village of Daugavgriva, outside Riga, both 
bomb ketches, Harvey and Moth, were used to pound the enemy trenches. To allow the 
ships to get close enough in shallow water use was made of “camels” or empty barges 
secured to the side of each bomb ketch to lift them partly out of the water to reduce their 
draught. Streaks of their copper then became visible the higher they rose.   Each ship was 
steered by the ingenious use of a partly filled large water barrel secured at each side to each 
ship to overcome the lack of an operating rudder now lifted mostly out of the water. 
Unfortunately, the Harvey’s commander, Mound, was killed by French artillery when “one 
of the last shots from the beach cut him in two”.     (COM) 
 
 
Hastings: 
HMS Hastings was mentioned by Bush in a conversation with Hornblower towards the end 
of the fourteen month period of the Peace of Amiens in 1803. At that stage the number of 
ships in service had been greatly reduced and posts for officers accordingly curtailed. Bush 
had observed that “they’re putting the Hastings into commission again”. Even then, it was 
being placed on a peacetime establishment-“three lieutenants, and all three selected two 
months back”. (LTH) 
 
Helmond: 
The Helmond was a Dutch transport ship captured by the Bride of Abydos sailing under the 
false name of HMS Desperate. She was carrying guns for the Spanish Army-“two batteries of 
field artillery, guns, limbers, ammunition, everything”. All this had been seized on behalf of 
Bolivar and became “the guns of Carabobo” in the chapter of that name in “Hornblower in 
the West Indies”. (see also under Desperate and Bride of Abydos). (HWI-GC) 
 
Hermione: 
HMS Hermione came to Lieutenant Hornblower’s mind when he was dealing with a group of 
mutineers on HMS Marguerite. Her “brutal and untrustworthy” captain, Pigott, and most of 
the ship’s officers were killed and the ship handed over to the Spanish. (OMT-HD) 
Reference was also made to the mutiny on HMS Hermione when Hornblower began to deal 
with the mutiny on HMS Flame. (LDH) 
 
Hermione: 
HMS Hermione was mentioned as one of the thirty-two-gun twelve-pounder frigates under 
the command of Admiral Collingwood in the Mediterranean Fleet. Others mentioned were 
the Naiad and Sirius. Hornblower thought that none of these ships would be an equal match 
for the forty-four eighteen-pounders of the Castilla. (ATR) 
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Hibernia: 
HMS Hibernia (Captain Newton) was a “big three-decker” and was Admiral Cornwallis’s 
flagship that, with the rest of the Channel Fleet, had had to take shelter from extreme 
westerly gales in Tor Bay. When Hornblower was having dinner there on the Hibernia with 
“Cornwallis and Collins, the sardonic Captain of the Fleet”, he noticed that “the great stern 
cabin was furnished in a more subdued fashion than Pellew had affected in the Tonnant, 
more Spartan and less lavish, but comfortable enough”. Hornblower later went aboard the 
Hibernia when he rendezvoused with the Channel Fleet off Ushant and reported to Admiral 
Cornwallis about his engagement with the French frigate, Felicite. Cornwallis was able to 
inform Hornblower that he was going to recommend his promotion to Captain. (HOT) 
HMS Hibernia (Captain Henry Bowden) was the flagship of the fleet blockading Brest and 
she was the venue for the court martial of Captain Meadows, the new commander of HM 
sloop Hotspur. The Hotspur was lost when she went aground on the Black Rock off Brest. 
(CRS)  
 
Hotspur: 
HMS Hotspur (Commander Horatio Hornblower) was a sloop of war of some four hundred 
tons and part of the Channel Fleet under the command of Admiral Cornwallis. Hotspur had 
“a good crew-the cream of the press”. Within nine days of still being laid up she was almost 
ready for sea. Her officers comprised one lieutenant, Bush, and four master’s mates. Her 
one hundred and fifty hands were made up of a hundred “prime seamen, rated A.B,”   
twenty ordinary seamen, “only ten landsmen all told” and twenty boys. This was an 
unusually high proportion of already trained and experienced men and something that 
could not be repeated as the war continued. The contingent of Royal Marines on the 
Hotspur comprised one sergeant, one corporal, twelve privates and a drummer. Her 
armament was twenty nine-pounders plus four carronades or “long guns”. The Hotspur 
“was the smallest thing with three masts and quarter-deck and forecastle in the Navy List”. 
Her “timbers and her scantlings more fragile even than those of a frigate”. “But the Hotspur 
was so handy - as long as the manoeuvre was well timed”.  
(As it happened and just before his departure, Hornblower had been appointed commander 
of the ship when his marriage to Maria was about to take place. The faithful Bush had 
organised for about fifty crewmen, “all those who could be trusted not to desert”, to form a 
guard of honour outside the church making an archway of fifty drawn cutlasses and then to 
pull the carriage of the newly-weds to their reception). 
 Cornwallis had briefed Hornblower that the fleet was going to blockade Brest once war had 
been declared again and in advance of this the immediate task for the Hotspur was to look 
at the position of French shipping, its number and preparedness, in and around that port. 
Hornblower took his ship to sea, bound for Ushant, in early April 1803. After war had been 
declared the Hotspur at one stage found herself being out-sailed and out-weathered by a 
faster French frigate, the Loire. However, Hornblower’s superb seamanship and clever 
thinking allowed the Hotspur to escape after causing some damage to the Frenchman. 
Cornwallis transferred the Hotspur to the direct command of the Channel Fleet’s Inshore 
Squadron led by Captain Sir Edward Pellew. The Inshore Squadron comprised four “burly 
two-deckers”, including Pellew’s ship, the Tonnant, and two frigates, the Doris and the 
Naiad. In a further piece of mischief making against the French, Hornblower very skilfully 
sailed the Hotspur at night up through the approaches to Brest and, as he later reported to 
Pellew, “I have reason to believe that not less than ten sail of coasters were sunk or forced 
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to run aground during this encounter”.   Hornblower was later summoned to dinner on HMS 
Tonnant where he and other captains of ships of the Channel Fleet were told by Admiral 
Cornwallis that the fleet was to be supplied at sea and putting into any port was not 
permitted. If storms blew ships off station, they were to anchor in Tor Bay. At the meeting, a 
compliment to Hornblower was paid with the comment that “Hotspur’s like Uriah the 
Hittite, ..in the forefront of the battle”. This reflected the inshore role of the ship as it kept 
such a close watch on French activities in and around Brest. The next raid on French soil by 
the Hotspur was the attack on the telegraph station at Petit Minou, leading to its total 
destruction. Also destroyed was the nearby battery when over a ton of gunpowder was 
ignited. However, for Hornblower there was bad news in that Pellew had been made a Rear 
Admiral and posted to command the squadron about to blockade Rochefort. His successor 
as commander of the Inshore Squadron was Rear Admiral Parker. With autumn there came 
weeks of almost continuous westerly gales, some of them of extreme severity. As the 
Hotspur’s water supply began to dwindle and rationing had been introduced, Hornblower 
received a delayed permission from Captain Chambers of the Naiad to return to port to 
replenish.  Once again, by superb seamanship the Hotspur survived turning round in the 
teeth of a fierce storm and headed to Tor Bay. After a speedy revictualling and desperately 
needed watering, the Hotspur once more sailed in October 1803 back to Brest to continue 
her watch over the port and warn the Channel Fleet of any attempt by the French to escape. 
Christmas 1803 passed and on New Year’s Eve, the Hotspur intercepted on a very dark night 
an attempted breakout by four French transport ships together with two frigates that were 
apparently sailing to Ireland with three thousand troops in order to “set that distressful 
country in a flame from end to end”. The four transports were warships with their guns 
stripped out so as to cram in as many soldiers as possible. These ships were thus “en flute”, 
“a ship of war with her guns taken out was like a flute when her ports were opened - she 
had a row of empty holes down her side”. As a result of Hotspur’s action, three of the 
transports were forced aground and action was joined with one of the frigates but the 
Hotspur was badly mauled, losing her foremast. As a result of this action, Hotspur “had 
crawled into Plymouth Sound” for extensive but speedy repairs in the dockyard. After 
completion of her refit, the Hotspur was temporarily detached from the Channel Fleet to be 
part of a small squadron operating under Captain Chambers of HMS Naiad in Northern 
Brittany. The purpose of this force was to dislocate the passage of small flat bottomed gun-
boats trying to assemble in the channel ports prior to any attempted invasion of England by 
Napoleon’s army. In one incident, the Hotspur tried to assist a dismasted naval lugger, 
Grasshopper. Unfortunately, before a tow could be started, the lugger was blown apart by a 
French shell. Back on station outside Brest, the Hotspur for the second time since leaving 
Plymouth took on stores and water at sea. She now able to stay at sea for another three 
months in addition to the six months already served. The Hotspur was then to be part of a 
squadron also comprising the frigates Indefatigable, Amphion, Lively and Medusa that was 
to intercept a Spanish treasure fleet when it neared Spain as it sailed up from South 
America. However, the Hotspur was first ordered to sail to Cadiz in order to obtain the latest 
information about this fleet from the British consul there. When she sailed into Cadiz the 
presence of a large French frigate, Felicite, was noticed. Having dealt with the consul, 
Hornblower hurried off to join Moore’s squadron but he was followed, presumably twenty-
four hours later, by the French ship. Hotspur later encountered Felicite and spent many 
hours firing at her with her long nine-pounders but avoiding any closer contact with a more 
powerful enemy. When the Hotspur was eventually more badly damaged by a French 
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broadside which broke her main yard into two pieces, the Felicite took the opportunity to 
steal away out of sight. Hornblower took the Hotspur back up to the Channel Fleet near 
Ushant where she was ordered back to Plymouth for a refit. (HOT) 
Command of the Hotspur was formally transferred on 17th May 1805 from Hornblower to 
Captain Meadows. However, at night on the next day the ship was lost after going aground 
on the Black Rock in the approaches to Brest. “She touched on a falling tide. Holed herself 
and filled and then rolled off on the flood”. Fortunately no one was lost in the incident. A 
few days later Hornblower was called as an expert witness at the subsequent court martial 
held on the flagship, HMS Hibernia on the 20th. (CRS) 
 
Imperieuse: 
HMS Imperieuse was mentioned by Hornblower’s biographer when the Sutherland began 
sailing along the Mediterranean coastline of Spain. “Since Cochrane was here a year ago in 
the Imperieuse no British ship had been spared to harass the French in this quarter”. 
(According to Wikipedia, the Imperieuse was a 38 gun, 5th rate frigate, formerly the Medea 
in Spanish service but captured in 1804 and renamed in 1805). (SOL) 
 
 
Indefatigable:  
HMS Indefatigable, (Captain Edward Pellew), often called the “old Indefatigable” or the “old 
Indy”, was a frigate and when Hornblower moved to her from the Justinian in 1794 she was 
under Pellew’s very capable command. Hornblower at one stage is mentioned as noticing 
“the disciplined calm… as she went into action”. Pellew also led an enthusiastic crew so that, 
for example, “it was not in the tradition of the service, as understood in the Indefatigable, to 
laugh at a man who did his best without shirking”. The operational activities and successes 
of the Indefatigable are described by Hornblower’s biographer throughout “Mr Midshipman 
Hornblower”. Hornblower clearly acquired much experience and his knowledge of how the 
Royal Navy waged war by serving on the Indefatigable at that early stage of his career. As 
can be seen by reading all exploits of his later life as described by his biographer, there are 
many echoes of his actions as a midshipman that are heard again when serving at a higher 
rank. (MID-EC, CR, PF, MQ, MG, FL, SG, EL, NA, DD) 
Hornblower recalled that while serving on the “old” Indefatigable under Pellew, a French 
squadron had once been confused by imitating their signals as he was now doing in a night 
action just outside Brest. Hornblower encountered the Indefatigable again when, now 
under the command of Captain Graham Moore, she joined the Channel Fleet. The 
Indefatigable, with the three other frigates Amphion, Lively and Medusa, together with the 
sloop Hotspur, was to lead these ships as a squadron to intercept the year’s Spanish flota, or 
treasure fleet, as it neared Spain on its journey from the Spanish colonies in South America. 
(HOT)  
After Nelson’s funeral procession on the Thames, Hornblower once more met Bracegirdle 
who had been a midshipman on the “old Indefatigable” with him and with whom he “had 
shared more than one wild adventure”. Hornblower was also reminded of the Indefatigable 
when he held up his young son at arm’s length and thought of the time when he hung in the 
rigging of his ship when the mizzen mast fell. (ATR) 
When rowing into the harbour at Nantes during his escape down the Loire, Hornblower 
recalled how “twice as a lieutenant in Pellew’s Indefatigable he had seen picked up small 
parties of desperate men who had escaped from there”. (FLY) 
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Hornblower thought of the Indefatigable again when the Nonsuch was having to use the 
lead to feel her way through shoal water in the Baltic. On the first occasion this led to the 
destruction of the Droits de l’homme in the Bay of Biscay. (COM) 
When dealing with the mutiny on HMS Flame, Hornblower remembered her captain, 
Chadwick, with whom he had been a midshipman twenty years earlier on the Indefatigable.  
On HMS Porta Coeli, Hornblower met a seaman, Harding, who remembered him from “the 
old Indefatigable” in 1793. Hornblower remembered him as the seaman who “taught me 
long splicing while we were off Ushant”. Hornblower also recalled another moment when 
he had first climbed “to the maintruck of the Indefatigable” but “felt dizzy and nauseated, 
appalled at the distance below him”. For some reason Hornblower’s biographer strangely 
described his subject doing this as a king’s letter boy when he had already joined the 
Indefatigable from the Justinian as a midshipman. (LDH) 
 
Justinian: 
HMS Justinian (Captain Keene) was the first ship that a nervous seventeen year old 
Hornblower joined while she was anchored at Spithead. At that time, January 1794, the ship 
was part of the Channel Fleet but had not yet obtained sufficient numbers for her crew.  The 
Justinian was “not a happy ship” and her captain was a mortally sick man. Hornblower had 
to endure a very miserable time on that ship until, in circumstances related by his 
biographer in the chapter headed “The Even Chance” in “Mr Midshipman Hornblower”, he 
was transferred to another ship, HMS Indefatigable. (MID-EC) 
At one stage while commanding the Hotspur, Hornblower was forcibly reminded of his 
seasickness while on the Justinian at anchor in Spithead as a midshipman by being just as 
badly afflicted when his ship lay at anchor in a very stormy Tor Bay. (HOT) 
 
La Diana: HMS La Diana (44) –see under Caesar. (LTH) 
 
La Gaditana: 
The La Gaditana was one of the three prizes taken by HMS Renown at Samana Bay in Santo 
Domingo. Hornblower was put in charge of this large and fast ship-rigged privateer, 
“eighteen guns- six-pounders and nines”, when the Renown and her prizes sailed to Jamaica. 
During this voyage, the Spanish prisoners on the Renown seized the ship overnight and it 
was left to Hornblower to notice that something was wrong and for him to lead an attack 
which defeated the Spanish and recovered the Renown. In Jamaica, the La Gaditana was 
accepted as a prize and taken into Royal Naval service as HMS Retribution, a sloop of war, 
and Hornblower was promoted to commander and given command of the ship. (LTH)  
 
Leander: 
 When Hornblower was forced to surrender the Sutherland he recalled the surrenders of 
HMS Leander (Captain Thompson) and of HMS Swiftsure when each ship was forced to 
surrender after desperate battles against heavy odds. (SOL) 
When hearing of the losses sustained on HMS Sutherland at Rosas, it was remarked by 
Captain Calendar that her captain, Thompson, had surrendered the Leander to a French ship 
of the line off Crete “after a defence which had excited the admiration of all England”. (FLY) 
Le Reve: 
Le Reve was a French sloop, “French built and French rigged”, and had been captured by the 
Indefatigable under Captain Edward Pellew. Acting Lieutenant Hornblower had been 
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ordered to sail this prize to Gibraltar. There the Admiral commanding ordered him to sail on 
to England carrying despatches. The Le Reve had been taken into Royal Naval service 
because of her “fair turn of speed” and because the service had “never enough despatch 
vessels”. Her armament was “four popgun four pounders” “which meant that he 
(Hornblower) was safe from no one”, “she was no bigger than many a pleasure yacht”. In 
addition to despatches, the ship also carried “Her Grace the Duchess of Wharfdale” and her 
maid. As HM sloop Le Reve, she left Gibraltar “with the utmost expedition” to Plymouth 
with the two female passengers and Hornblower and a crew of eleven. The ship found itself 
in thick fog overnight and in the morning, as visibility improved in the light winds, 
Hornblower found that he had sailed into the middle of a Spanish fleet. Although she used 
her manoeuvrability to try to evade the Spanish ships, the lifting of the fog made it easy for 
the enemy to fire shots so that “mast, sails, boom, gaff and all went from above them over 
the side”. While the Duchess and her maid would have been allowed to travel on freely to 
England, Hornblower and his crew were taken into captivity as prisoners of war. 
Hornblower’s biographer described his time as a prisoner in Ferrol in the last chapter of “Mr 
Midshipman Hornblower”, entitled “The Duchess and the Devil”. (MID-DD) 
 
Lightning: 
A steam tug, (see under Temeraire), together with the Star, this vessel was used to tow the 
Daring away from New Orleans and down to the open sea. (HWI-EH) 
 
Lively: 
HMS Lively (Captain Hammond) was a frigate and part of the Channel Fleet under Admiral 
Cornwallis. (see also under Indefatigable) (HOT) 
 
Loire: 
The Loire was a large French frigate based in Brest. Her gun-ports indicated that she carried 
forty eighteen-pounders and very likely had other guns on her quarter-deck. She could 
therefore fire a broadside “four times as great” as the Hotspur. Hornblower had deduced 
that she was one of the six frigates seen from the Hotspur’s observations and because of 
information obtained from the captain of the Deux Freres. Before the end of the Amiens 
peace, the Loire and the Hotspur met each other at sea and “rendered passing honours”, as 
described by Hornblower’s biographer. The absence of chain slings on her yard-arms 
indicated at that stage that she was not preparing to fight or stage an ambush. The next 
time the Loire and the Hotspur met it was on a wartime footing. There followed a chase by 
the French ship with a cat and mouse game of tacking and quickly reversing such 
manoeuvres in and out of rain squalls together with occasional distant exchanges of gun 
fire. Eventually Hornblower managed an escape after temporarily disabling the Loire and 
headed out to open sea off Ushant. (HOT)  
 
Lord Mornington: 
The Lord Mornington was one of six East Indiamen in a convoy being escorted out into the 
Atlantic by three ships under the command of Rear Admiral Sir Percy Leighton, flying his flag 
in HMS Pluto. In particular, these six ships were being protected by HMS Sutherland whose 
captain was Hornblower. (see also Walmer Castle and Europe). “The Indiamen all carried 
guns” and in Lord Mornington’s case this armament comprised eighteen guns a side but 
they were incapable of preventing themselves being boarded by a heavily manned 
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privateer. However, Hornblower very skilfully protected these ships from the attacks of two 
French privateers. 
 These ships were known to shorten sail at nightfall in order to provide their passengers with 
a more luxurious passage. The generous remuneration of the captains of these ships was a 
source of much envy among Royal Naval officers who referred to the ships of the 
“Honourable East India Company” as “John Company ships”. Just before the convoy and the 
Sutherland parted company, a desperate Hornblower pressed or forcibly extracted twenty 
trained seamen from each of the six ships amid much protest from the convoy’s captains. 
(SOL)  
 
Lotus: 
HMS Lotus (Commander William Vickery) was a sloop (see also Raven and under Nonsuch) 
and was part of Hornblower’s squadron in the Baltic in 1812. As the squadron headed into 
the Baltic through the sound between Denmark and Sweden it was the Lotus that led the 
ships. It was also Lotus that first sighted the Maggie Jones (see under that name). She later 
sighted the French privateer, Blanchefleur, and had charged after her “with gallant 
recklessness under full sail through the shoals to head her off”. Later, the Lotus intercepted 
a Prussian fishing boat and was able to take from her some recent newspapers which 
Hornblower’s German speaking secretary, Braun, translated for him. Off Riga the Lotus was 
on guard duty at night with the Raven and Lotus when a French attempt to land forces using 
barges was prevented by boats from these ships. (COM) 
 
Lydia:  
While Hornblower was preparing to sail home to England after he had relinquished his 
command of the Atropos, Admiral Collingwood’s flag lieutenant had mentioned that a 
frigate, the Lydia, was making ready for a new commission and that she “would be an 
appropriate command for a captain of his seniority”. (ATR) 
HMS Lydia (Captain Horatio Hornblower) was a thirty six gun frigate with a crew of three 
hundred and eighty men. Her best point of sailing was said to be with the wind on her 
quarter but even if not she was “a good ship to reel off seven and a half knots”. Under 
Hornblower’s command the ship had spent seven months at sea sailing on a secret mission 
to the Pacific coast of Central America. Hornblower had navigated the Lydia from England to 
her destination without sighting land except briefly for Cape Horn. Hornblower was aware 
that the only enemy ship within thousands of miles of the Lydia was the fifty gun Spanish 
ship, Natividad.  Within a few days of arriving in the Gulf of Fonseca he mounted a surprise 
night attack on the ship as she sailed into the gulf totally unaware that the Lydia was waiting 
for her behind one of the islands. The Natividad was boarded and her crew quickly 
overcome. A British frigate had captured a two-decker without the loss of a single man while 
inflicting only eleven enemy killed and eighteen wounded.  Unfortunately for Hornblower 
and the crew of the Lydia, Spain had by then become an ally of Great Britain and once he 
was aware of this Hornblower saw it as his duty to recapture the Natividad from Spain’s 
rebels, led by the mad El Supremo. The Lydia left Panama in search of the enemy ship but 
this time he had been obliged to take as a passenger a Lady Barbara Wellesley and her maid. 
As all followers of Hornblower’s life will be aware, this would eventually lead to a major 
change to both their lives. In addition to now having two women on his ship, Hornblower 
had had to contend with a fouled anchor before he could sail away. His method for getting 
unstuck was interestingly described by Hornblower’s biographer.  In due course the 
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Natividad was found and there followed two bloody engagements with both ships being 
badly damaged. There was a lull between each action and the temporary repairs made to 
the Lydia put her in a stronger position for the second battle. The ships’ movements in each 
engagement are shown in Maps 21 and 22 of “The Hornblower Companion” and it is 
recommended that these maps are looked at to obtain a clearer understanding of what 
happened. In the end the Natividad caught fire and sank leaving a badly mauled Lydia 
requiring much repair work to be done, many dead to be buried and wounded to be 
treated. At least thirty-eight of the crew had been killed with some of the seventy-five 
wounded still to join that total. Four men from the sunken cutter were missing. “More than 
one-third of Lydia’s company were casualties”. The Lydia was also left in the position where 
a major refit was required and, although an ally, Spain had denied any access to their 
territories in the Pacific for such work. Hornblower therefore was forced to look for an out 
of the way island where the ship could be safely beached, unloaded, careened and repairs 
made. After nearly two weeks of constant hard work with her shot holes filled, masts re-
stepped and new rigging in place, the Lydia “was as efficient a ship as when she had left 
Portsmouth newly commissioned”. She could now face Cape Horn and a journey of some 
five thousand miles home to England. On her way back the Lydia called into St Helena where 
a convoy was gathering with HMS Temeraire as the flagship of Rear Admiral Sir James 
Saumarez. The Lydia was ordered to accompany the convoy as she was the only frigate 
available.  (HAP) 
When Hornblower was being taken back to England for his court martial, he made a habit of 
walking the quarterdeck on the Victory for long periods of time as he had before “in the 
Indefatigable, and the Lydia, and the Sutherland”. (FLY) 
Hornblower was reminded of his time on the Lydia in the Pacific and how he had heard that 
the Spanish had changed sides and become an ally of Britain when he encountered 
beleaguered Spanish soldiers in Russia who had been so out of touch that they had not been 
aware of what had happened to their country some years earlier. (COM)  
While sailing up the Seine to Rouen in a very crowded HMS Porta Coeli carrying the Duc 
d’Angouleme and his entourage, Hornblower was forced to sleep in a hammock and recalled 
that the last time he had to do that was when “he refitted the Lydia at the island of Coiba”. 
A further, and this time tragic, reminder of the Lydia for Hornblower came when Marie had 
bled to death after being shot by French hussars in their pursuit of his group of “brigands in 
the Nivernais”. Hornblower recalled that the Lydia’s surgeon, Hankey, had said that “thirty 
seconds was as long as anyone ever lived after the femoral artery was cut”. (LDH)  
 
Macedonian: see under Porta Coeli. (LDH) 
 
Maenad: 
HMS Maenad was a twenty-eight gun frigate and was one of the frigates attached to 
Admiral Collingwood’s Mediterranean Fleet. She was the scouting frigate that sighted the 
Atropos on her way to rendezvous with the fleet. (ATR) 
 
Maggie Jones: 
The Maggie Jones of London was a British merchantman that had been taken as a prize 
“eleven days out from Memel” by the French privateer, Blanchefleur. HMS Lotus had sighted 
this ship which was subsequently recovered by a boarding party from the Nonsuch after the 
renegade English captain (Clarke) had tried to commit suicide. From the surviving prize crew 
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of eight men, Hornblower was able to recruit two Germans and two Danes as experienced 
seamen for either Nonsuch or the Lotus. (COM) 
 
Magnificent: 
HMS Magnificent (formerly Captain Stevens) was the ship from where Hornblower’s new 
steward, Doughty, was transferred to him on the Hotspur. (HOT)  
 
Majestic: 
HMS Majestic was one of the ships of the line belonging to the Channel Fleet under Admiral 
Cornwallis. Hornblower saw her as the Hotspur neared Ushant on his way to report to the 
admiral. HMS Thunderer was also nearby at the time and noticed by Hornblower. (HOT) 
 
Marguerite: 
HMS Marguerite (Captain Courtney) was a frigate under the command of a cruel and 
sadistic captain. For six months this “gloomy tyrant” had made the crew’s life a misery. 
Hornblower had been transferred from Pellew’s Indefatigable to the Marguerite because of 
vacancies caused by courts-martial held for two lieutenants unable to endure the bullying. 
However, Hornblower regarded this unhappy ship as a “potential masterpiece” but with a 
“mishandled and wasted crew”. One morning while the ship’s company was assembled on 
deck to witness the flogging of fifteen men, the group to be punished slipped their escort 
and managed to take over the forecastle and train two guns on to the crew gathered before 
them. One gun was filled with canister and grape shot and the other with round shot 
threatening to dismast the Marguerite which was on a lee shore off the coast of Spain. The 
mutineers insisted that Hornblower should be sent up to speak with them because he was 
trusted and Courtney was left with no choice but to agree to send him forward to parley. 
Their terms were that there would be no more flogging for a week and the current slate 
would be wiped clean. Hornblower envisaged a mutiny and massacre similar to what 
occurred on HMS Hermione when her crew rose up and the captain, Pigott, and the ship’s 
officers were murdered. Very reluctantly the captain agreed to the terms although he had 
no intention of honouring them after the passing of the week. Six days later the Marguerite 
was sailing in the Bay of Biscay off Ferrol and spotted a Spanish warship, the Castilla, trying 
to break the blockade. The Marguerite caught up with the Castilla and boarded and 
captured her. At the end of this action, Captain Courtney was shot in the knee by one of the 
mutineers who was also a half-wit unhinged by his brutal ill-treatment. Courtney was left 
incapacitated for any further service and Hornblower became first lieutenant. Apparently, 
Hornblower had slightly hesitated before he tried to move Courtney out the line of fire but 
it was too late. Hornblower’s biographer suggested that any hesitation had been for “the 
further good of the service”, hence the title of this chapter, “The Hand of Destiny”. (It should 
be noted that this story by Hornblower’s biographer is told outside the main canon of 
Hornblower’s career). (OMT-HD) 
 
Marie Galante: 
The Marie Galante was a French brig from Bordeaux but when captured by the 
Indefatigable she was “twenty four days out from New Orleans with rice”. Hornblower was 
ordered with a prize crew of four men to sail her to England. In addition to the five prize 
crew, the ship was also carrying as prisoners her twelve crew. Unfortunately, when she was 
captured, the Indefatigable had put a hole in her below the waterline and this was unknown 
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to everybody on the ship. Also unknown until it was too late was the fact that the cargo of 
rice was absorbing the sea water entering the ship so that eventually the expansion of the 
cargo opened up her seams and led to the sinking of Hornblower’s first command. He now 
had instead the command of the Marie Galante’s boat filled almost to overflowing with 
seventeen men and some food and water. The boat was eventually picked up by a French 
privateer, the Pique. (MID-CR, PF) 
 
Marlborough: 
HMS Marlborough was the ship in the Channel Fleet on which Lieutenant Cotard was 
serving when he was seconded to Hornblower’s command for the raid on the French 
telegraph station at Petit Minou from a landing from the Hotspur. Cotard was chosen 
because he was a Guernsey man and spoke “French like a native”. (HOT) 
 
Medusa: 
HMS Medusa (Captain Gore) was a frigate and part of the Channel Fleet under Admiral 
Cornwallis. (see also under Indefatigable) (HOT) 
 
Mejidieh: 
The Turkish warship Mejidieh was the ship that attempted to trap the Atropos in Marmorice 
Bay in order to seize the gold and silver coins that divers had brought up from the wreck of 
the Speedwell. This big ship was painted in a gaudy red and yellow, and “was a great clumsy 
craft, old-fashioned in the extreme, carrying two tiers of guns so that her sides were 
unnaturally high for her length”. Hornblower noticed the lateen rig on her mizzen mast 
compared to the square mizzen topsail which the Royal Navy had adopted over some thirty 
years previously. “She looked like something in an old print…the last survivor of the small 
clumsy ships of the line that had now been replaced by the stately seventy-four”. The 
Mejidieh had a crew of a thousand men and carried fifty-six guns. (ATR) 
 
Minotaur: 
HMS Minotaur (Captain Marsfield) was a ship in the Channel Fleet and her captain and other 
captains were summoned to the Tonnant by Admiral Cornwallis. (see also under Prince). 
(HOT) 
 
Moth: 
HMS Moth (Lieutenant Duncan) was a bomb ketch (see also under Harvey and Nonsuch) and 
was part of Hornblower’s squadron in the Baltic in 1812. The Moth, together with the other 
bomb ketch, Harvey, destroyed the French privateer, Blanchefleur, once she had been 
trapped behind the Hiddensoe sand spit. (see under Harvey for a description of a bomb 
ketch and its armament). After the successful raid on shipping in the Frisches Haff, the 
Moth, together with the Harvey, took the seamen and marines of the raiding party off the 
each. (COM) 
 
Naiad: 
HMS Naiad (Captain Chambers) was a frigate and in the spring of 1803 she was part of the 
Channel Fleet’s Inshore Squadron under the command of Captain Pellew in HMS Tonnant, as 
was the other frigate, Doris, and the sloop Hotspur plus three two-deckers. (see also under 
Doris). Under Captain Chambers, the Naiad later also led a small force, including the 
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Hotspur, in northern Brittany to disrupt the movement of French gun-boats being built for a 
possible invasion of England. (see also under Grasshopper). (HOT) 
 see also under Hermione and Sirius. (ATR) 
 
Nancy: 
The Nancy, together with the Harriet, was a naval store ship that sailed in convoy down to 
Gibraltar and then proceeded with HMS Caligula as escort on to Port Mahon in Menorca. 
(SOL) 
 
Natividad: 
The Natividad was a sixty year old Spanish ship of war with fifty guns on station off the 
Pacific coast of Central America. She was “a slow sailor, as nearly all those two decker fifty 
gun-ships were”, a “clumsy, stumpy two-decker”. Hornblower had been ordered to “take, 
sink, burn or destroy” her as soon as possible. Hornblower was able to “take” the ship 
within a few days of arriving in the Gulf of Fonseca by taking advantage of a surprise attack 
on the Natividad in the dark by boarding her and very quickly overcoming the Spanish. The 
ship was then handed over to the rebels fighting for independence from their colonial 
masters and this meant that the madman, El Supremo, took charge of the vessel. However, 
Hornblower discovered when he arrived in Panama that Spain had changed sides and was 
now an ally of Britain. He therefore set off in the Lydia to find the Natividad in order to sink 
or capture her and deprive El Supremo’s rebel forces from using her. There then ensued two 
bloody engagements with the twenty-four pounder guns of the enemy ship causing much 
damage and casualties to the frigate. In the end, the Natividad caught fire and sank. In “The 
Hornblower Companion”, Hornblower’s biographer provides in Maps 21 and 22 clear details 
of what happened to the two ships and the damage each inflicted on the other.  (HAP) 
A sword to the value of one hundred guineas was awarded to Hornblower by the Patriotic 
Fund following his sinking of this ship in the Pacific when he was in command of HMS Lydia. 
(SOL) 
When buying captain’s stores for the Sutherland, Hornblower had been forced to pawn his 
famous Natividad sword with a ship’s chandler in Plymouth, J. Duddingstone, for a pledge of 
forty guineas. The sword had “a gold-mounted scabbard and a gold hilt” with an inscription 
on its blade. However, following Hornblower’s triumphant and much publicised return to 
England from France, Duddingstone returned it to him in his “admiration” of his exploits. 
(FLY) 
The crew of HMS Porta Coeli were aware of their new commodore, the Hornblower “who 
sank the Natividad in the Pacific”. (LDH) 
 
Nightingale: 
HMS Nightingale (Captain Ford) was a twenty-eight gun frigate and, with only nine-
pounders on her main deck, was one of the smallest of Royal Navy frigates. She was 
escorting a British convoy in the Mediterranean when it was approached by the Spanish 
frigate, Castilla. Captain Ford ordered the shadowing Atropos to “engage the enemy more 
closely!” even though it made more tactical sense for both ships to wait so as to attack the 
Castilla together. The Nightingale and the Castilla became locked together, probably with 
the Nightingale’s bowsprit, with the British frigate being very badly mauled. Meanwhile 
Hornblower was left with little option but to go alongside Castilla’s other side and board 
her. There followed a brief but hard fought battle with the Castilla being captured by 
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boarding parties from both British ships. After the battle, Atropos gave much assistance and 
lent forty of her men to put the Nightingale into a position where she could stagger into 
port after some eleven days of ceaseless toil. The ship was last seen by Hornblower as she 
lay “at the careenage” as he sailed from Sicily. (ATR) 
 
Nonsuch: 
HMS Nonsuch (Captain William Bush) was a seventy-four gun ship of the line and in 1812 
she was Hornblower’s flagship in the Baltic. The Nonsuch was accompanied by HM ships 
Lotus and Raven (sloops), Moth and Harvey (bomb ketches) and the cutter Clam. It was 
explained to Hornblower that the Admiralty wanted him “to be ready for all the inshore 
work that may come your way”.  
When Hornblower’s squadron sailed through the sound between Denmark and Sweden the 
Nonsuch was the last one in line. This was because in the event of hostile gunfire from 
either country this ship was the most able to sustain any damage and could help and tow 
any of the smaller ships out of danger. In the event the bomb ketch Harvey was hit from 
shots fired from the French controlled Danish fort and it was the Nonsuch who came to her 
rescue. Later, as the squadron spread out in a long line abreast in order to scour the Baltic 
for shipping and the news of events that possibly might come with such traffic, the Lotus 
signalled that she had sighted a ship. This turned out to be the Maggie Jones, a British 
merchant ship that had been taken as a prize the day before by a French privateer, the 
Blanchefleur. Nonsuch was able to recover the Maggie Jones and set her own crew free.  
The Nonsuch was later used to provide a diversion during the raid on enemy shipping in the 
Frisches Haff by appearing to be about to mount a landing against the batteries guarding the 
entrance to the Haff while the raiding party was further down in the inlet already destroying 
Napoleon’s supply ships. (see also under Blitzer).  
On 30th May 1812, the Nonsuch led Hornblower’s squadron into Kronstadt where he was 
then “commanded” by Tsar Alexander to dinner at the Imperial Palace of Peterhof that 
afternoon. 
Later, when Hornblower’s squadron arrived off Riga to assist the Russians in their defence of 
the city against the French, Hornblower again transferred his flag to the Harvey in order to 
take advantage of that ship’s low draught to get closer to the Dwina River which flowed 
down from the city. In the dark a small boat was intercepted and a French army major of 
engineers (Jussey) was taken and some useful intelligence obtained. 
Much to the relief of Captain Bush, Nonsuch and the squadron eventually left Riga for home 
before the ships were trapped in ice with the close approach of a Russian winter.  (COM) 
The “ponderous old Nonsuch”, still under Bush, together with the frigate, Camilla, was one 
of the two ships that joined Hornblower’s squadron off Le Havre. She brought with her 
three hundred Royal Marines above complement for the landing force about to enter that 
city. Later, the Nonsuch lost her captain and many of her crew and boats when a raid on the 
French army’s siege-train at Caudebec on the Seine led to a huge explosion of some 
hundred tons of gunpowder. A total of five boats out of seven were lost by the squadron in 
this expedition. (LDH) 
 
Ocean: 
HMS Ocean was Admiral Collingwood’s flagship of the Mediterranean Fleet when 
Hornblower in the Atropos rendezvoused with her. When Hornblower was called on board 
her he noticed that “the deck was as white as paper, as white as the gloves and the shirts of 
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the sideboys. Gold leaf gleamed in the sun, the most elaborate Turks’ heads adorned the 
ropework. The King’s own yacht could not be smarter than the quarter-deck of the Ocean”. 
Hornblower remembered that Collingwood’s previous flagship, HMS Royal Sovereign, had 
been “pounded into a mastless hulk, with four hundred dead and wounded on board her, at 
Trafalgar”. The Ocean was next encountered by Hornblower when Admiral Collingwood’s 
flagship entered Palermo harbour in Sicily after the Castilla had been captured by the 
Atropos and Nightingale. (ATR)  
 
Orion: 
Lord St Vincent mentioned to Hornblower that he “used to walk a full three miles on my 
quarterdeck in the old Orion”. (ATR) 
 
Papillon: 
The Papillon was a French corvette that the Indefatigable had chased into the mouth of the 
Gironde where she had come under the protection of shore batteries. However, in a skilfully 
led cutting out operation at night, as described by Hornblower’s biographer in the chapter 
headed “The Man who Felt Queer” in “Mr Midshipman Hornblower”, the Papillon was 
brought out as a prize for the Indefatigable. The frigate’s cutter, launch, two gigs and the 
jolly boat were used in this operation. (MID-MQ) 
Hornblower later remembered the above incident when he set off from the Atropos in the 
mist to investigate the existence of a possible French privateer, later found to be the 
Vengeance, and her prize, the Amelia Jane of London. (ATR) 
 
Penelope: 
HMS Penelope was a Royal Naval frigate under Admiral Collingwood’s command in the 
Mediterranean. She had been mentioned as a possible ship on which Hornblower could 
have sailed home to England after he relinquished command of the Atropos. In the event, 
he sailed home on the Aquila. (ATR) 
 
Pegasus: 
HMS Pegasus was mentioned by one of the midshipmen who, like Hornblower, was about to 
take his examination for lieutenant on the Santa Barbara in Gibraltar harbour. Apparently, 
this examinee knew that he did not stand a chance of success because he had once lost the 
pet poodle belonging to Captain Black Charlie Hammond overside in Port-o’-Spain when 
Hammond was “first of the Pegasus”. (MID-EL) 
 
Phoebe: 
HMS Phoebe was a frigate and part of Hornblower’s squadron in the West Indies in 1821. 
She had been struck by lightning off Morant Cape. (see under Crab). (HWI-EH) 
 
Pique: 
The Pique (Captain Neuville) was a French privateer, “a smallish vessel, although ship-rigged. 
Flush-decked, with a look of speed about her”. The Pique was the ship that rescued 
Hornblower, his prize crew of four and the twelve French seamen from the small boat that 
they had had to take to following the sinking of the Marie Galante. The ship was also used 
as a slave ship but at that time its markets had been closed because of the rising in Haiti. As 
a slaver, the Pique was faster than the average merchant ship and was armed “with plenty 
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of guns”. Hornblower was given his own cabin but had to endure “dreary days while she 
cruised in search of prizes” in the approaches to the English Channel. Eventually the Pique 
was intercepted by the Indefatigable who immediately gave chase but, as one “of His 
Britannic Majesty’s clumsy frigates”, she was no match for the speed of the privateer. 
However, the Pique was forced to abandon her escape because of a fire started aboard by 
Hornblower. “The Pique was burnt from the taffrail forward for some feet of her length right 
to the water’s edge”. What was important to the captain of the Indefatigable, Pellew, was 
that France had been deprived of a ship that was well suited to preying on British 
commerce. (MID-PF) 
 
Pluto:  
HMS Pluto (Captain Elliott) was the flagship and one of the three ships commanded by Rear 
Admiral Sir Percy Leighton, the others being Hornblower’s ship, Sutherland, and the Caligula 
under Captain Bolton. These three ships were the escort as far as the Tagus for an East India 
convoy. Captain Bolton referred to the Pluto as an “old tub” and it was said that “the big 
three-decker was even more unhandy and made more leeway than the Sutherland”. The 
Pluto had been designed for “cramming the utmost artillery into a given length and beam”. 
In a ferocious storm off the coast of Spain the Pluto was dismasted. Hornblower in the 
Sutherland displaying superb seamanship managed to take the stricken ship in tow and lead 
her away from a leeward coast and a French controlled shore battery and to get her out to 
sea and relative safety. Using jury masts and rigging, the Pluto made her way to Menorca 
where she was refitted in Port Mahon. She then re-joined Caligula and Sutherland off the 
Spanish coast near Rosas. Following the surrender and capture of the Sutherland in Rosas 
Bay the Pluto and the Caligula led an attack on the port to complete the destruction of the 
four French ships of the line against whom the Sutherland had fought. During this action the 
Pluto sustained some damage and lost her main topmast. Admiral Leighton was reported to 
have been wounded by a splinter and had been carried below. (SOL) 
While Hornblower was in captivity in the fort of Rosas he could see from the ramparts “the 
royals of the Pluto and the Caligula” waiting for reinforcements from the Mediterranean 
fleet before coming in to attack the French ships sheltering there. When the attack took 
place, Hornblower noticed that the Pluto had lost her main topmast, “clear proof that one 
French shot at least had done damage”. As it turned out, this “damage” was significant 
because a splinter had struck Admiral Leighton who later died of his wounds thus making 
Lady Barbara a widow. (FLY)  
The dismasting of the Pluto and her subsequent rescue from what was very likely 
destruction was recalled by Hornblower when he was thinking of all the qualities of his 
coxswain, Brown, “the man who hove the line that saved the Pluto”. (LDH) 
 
Pomona: 
When Hornblower was attending a ceremony in Westminster Abbey for “Knights of the 
Most Honourable Order of the Bath”, he let his mind wander about some of the  other 
members of this order and among them, he thought of “Lydiard, who captured the Pomona 
off Havannah; Samuel Hood, who commanded the Zealous at the Nile”. (LDH) 
 
Porta Coeli: 
HMS Porta Coeli (Lieutenant Freeman) was a sister ship of HMS Flame, the eighteen-gun 
flush-decked brig of some 190 tons on which a mutiny had occurred in the Bay of the Seine. 
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Freeman had commanded HMS Clam, a sloop, as part of Hornblower’s squadron in the 
Baltic in 1812. The Porta Coeli was the ship used by Hornblower as he sailed to deal with the 
Flame mutiny.  Hornblower’s biographer explained in some detail the cramped conditions of 
his cabin even though it was “the finest quarters in the brig”. His six feet square cabin had a 
height of only four foot ten inches. However, “the Porta Coeli was the best fighting machine 
of her tonnage that could sail the seas; she carried guns that could smash any opponent of 
her own size; she had magazines that could supply those guns during hours or days of 
fighting; she carried provisions enough to enable her to keep the sea for months”. She could 
face any weather she encountered and she had been expressly designed for penetrating 
inlets and estuaries. However she badly lacked space for her crew.  She had “two long guns 
forward- six pounders; the rest of the armament twelve-pounder carronades”. Hornblower 
recognised that her captain, Freeman, was a superb seaman who could handle the ship to 
the full extent of her capability. “Under jib and staysails and the boom-mainsail she could be 
handled like a fore-and-aft rigged vessel”.  
(Hornblower’s biographer explained that the “Porta Coeli, the Gate of Heaven, the Silly 
Porter was what the men called her”, was another ship in the Navy List with a foreign name. 
The first Porta Coeli had been a Spanish privateer who had put up such a fight when she was 
captured off Havana that she had been commemorated by using her name in the Royal 
Navy. Similarly, the Tonnant and the Temeraire were to be found on the Navy List and there 
was a Swiftsure in the French Navy and maybe a Macedonian in the American Navy. 
Hornblower wondered whether the French would one day have a Sutherland in service).  
In the Bay of the Seine, Hornblower had noticed that the Porta Coeli and the Flame, as sister 
ships, were almost totally alike in appearance except that the Flame had a white cross 
patched on to her foretopsail. He therefore ordered his ship’s sailmaker, Swenson, to copy 
this and apply it to the same sail on the Porta Coeli. As it grew darker, Hornblower led his 
ship into port at Le Havre and executed a skilful and very quick capture of the newly arrived 
French West Indiaman, Caryatide, which was then led out of port as a prize. The next 
morning the Flame was approached but in her retreat from Hornblower’s ship she met with 
a hostile reception from the French as she attempted to give herself up to port authorities 
who had been duped into thinking that it had been the Flame that had taken the precious 
cargo ship. A French chasse-maree lugger, Bonne Celestine, ran alongside the Flame and 
boarded her but the Porta Coeli managed to get on the other side of the lugger, capture her 
as another prize and rescue the Flame. With the withdrawal from Normandy of Bonaparte’s 
army, the Porta Coeli with the Flame sailed up the Seine to Rouen with Hornblower 
escorting the Duc d’Angouleme and entourage so that a grand entrance could be made into 
that city to mark the return of the Bourbons. (LDH) 
 
President Madison: a steam tug. (see under Temeraire). (HWI-EH) 
 
Pretty Jane: 
The Pretty Jane (Captain Knyvett) was the packet ship that brought Lady Barbara out to 
Jamaica where she and Hornblower were reunited. It was also the ship that was to take 
them home to England. It was said to be “a well found and comfortable ship”. She was “a 
flush-decked brig save that amidships she carried a small but substantial deckhouse for her 
passengers”. Lady Barbara had spent five weeks in it on her voyage out to Jamaica and the 
Hornblowers were to live in it on the homeward trip. Her other cargo was mainly coir, “the 
hairy husks of coconuts” used to “make coco-matting by the mile in England now”. This was 
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to be of great importance because coir is a very buoyant material. The horrendous hurricane 
that the Pretty Jane encountered on the voyage home is well described by Hornblower’s 
biographer. The ship was very badly damaged and seven crew members were lost out of 
sixteen, Knyvett included. The cargo of coir had kept the ship afloat and eventually the 
battered Pretty Jane reached San Juan in Puerto Rico where the mate expected to sell the 
hull and cargo for what he could get. The ship had lost all her copper. (HWI-HU) 
 
Prince: 
HMS Prince (Captain Grindall) was one of the ships of the Channel Fleet whose captains had 
been summoned by Admiral Cornwallis to dinner on Captain Pellew’s ship, HMS Tonnant. 
Other ships represented at the meeting by their captains included the Minotaur, Terrible, 
Flame, Flora and Hotspur. (HOT) 
 
Prince of Wales: 
HMS Prince of Wales was a ninety-eight gun ship of the line and was part of Vice-Admiral 
Calder’s fleet. The ship was observed by Hornblower as the fleet passed the Princess as it 
sailed to meet the combined French and Spanish fleet at what was to be the inconclusive 
battle of Cape Finisterre. (see also under Princess and Diamond). (CRS) 
 
Princess: 
(In 1803 at a meeting of captains of ships of the Channel Fleet on HMS Tonnant, Admiral 
Cornwallis outlined his plans for the provisioning at sea of the ships of this fleet. To avoid 
going off station into port he had “had four water-hoys constructed” and victualling ships 
would supply food supplies). (HOT) 
The Princess (Captain Baddlestone) was a water hoy (or tanker) employed under a Navy 
Office contract as a fleet auxiliary to supply warships at sea with fresh water. Her irascible 
captain owned thirty-seven sixty-fourths of her. In addition to Baddlestone, her crew 
“comprised a mate, a cook, four hands, and a boy”.  With her tanks dry, the Princess was 
due to carry Hornblower back to Plymouth now that he had relinquished command of the 
Hotspur. 
 When the Princess, which rolled violently, was alongside transferring water to a ship her 
side “was covered from end to end with sails in rolls and with substantial fendoffs of 
sandbags”. The Princess was an ungainly ship designed for sea both with the heavy ballast of 
full water tanks and also with empty tanks so that “the lines of her dish-shaped hull being 
such that even when riding light her broad beam made her hard to capsize, but she did 
everything short of that”. “She was hardly more weatherly than a raft, sagging off to 
leeward in a spineless fashion”. Further uncomplimentary observations were made about 
the Princess, “she steers like a dray”, “like a wooden piggin”. Hornblower noticed how much 
she “worked” with his cabin being slightly pulled out of shape as she rolled with “creaking 
and crackling that went on all round him”. However, her best point of sailing was said to be 
when the wind was on her quarter. Hornblower and his bored former officers obviously had 
time to study the finer points of her rigging and ship handling during the voyage home. 
 It was while waiting for a fair wind to carry the hoy back to Plymouth that Hornblower was 
able to observe the British fleet under Vice-Admiral Sir Robert Calder heading close by to 
meet the French fleet under Villeneuve returning to Brest after an abortive foray to the 
West Indies. This fleet comprised some four frigates followed by “two columns of line-of-
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battleships, seven in one and six in the other”. One of the frigates was HMS Diamond, 32 
guns, and one of the ships of the line, HMS Prince of Wales, 98 guns.  
Because of the loss of the Hotspur, the Princess had to carry back to Plymouth her officers 
and some ratings in what were very crowded conditions. On the voyage back the ship was 
intercepted by a French warship, a fast brig (see under Guepe) but under Hornblower’s 
leadership, the enemy ship was boarded under darkness and disabled allowing the Princess 
to escape. (CRS) 
 
Queen Charlotte: 
The Queen Charlotte was a canal boat on which Hornblower, his wife, Maria, and their baby, 
Horatio, made a journey from Gloucester to London along the Thames and Severn Canal in 
December 1805. The boat was seventy feet long but only “five foot in beam” with a draught 
of less than a foot. Pulled by a couple of horses along the towpath she was capable of a 
speed “all of eight knots – nine miles an hour”. “The boat itself made hardly a sound as it 
slid along over the surface of the water”. By lifting the bows by a “sudden acceleration” on 
to a crest of the bow wave and remaining in that position such speed was possible. The crew 
consisted of a boatman at the stern holding the tiller and a postillion on the rear horse 
controlling the horses. The route took the boat through the two mile long Sapperton Tunnel 
which required “legging” by two men because of the absence of a towpath in the tunnel. 
Due to a drunken and incapacitated crewman, it fell to Hornblower to be one of those men 
and later he took the tiller as neither he nor the sober boatman wanted any delay. He 
quickly managed to acquire the necessary skill for steering such a long boat around bends 
and into and out of locks and “running staunches” on the river. He continued with this 
assistance until Oxford was reached.  Hornblower was travelling to London to take 
command of HMS Atropos while the boatman was on a contract to deliver to London some 
of the new season’s china tea that had just been imported. The Hornblowers left the boat at 
Brentford and travelled on to Deptford. (ATR) 
 
Rapid: 
HM cutter Rapid was the ship that Midshipman Wellard, formerly of the Renown, had been 
serving on when he was drowned after the ship’s jolly boat capsized in fog on an ebb tide. 
(LTH)  
 
Raven: 
HMS Raven (Commander Cole) was a sloop (see also Lotus and under Nonsuch) and was part 
of Hornblower’s squadron in the Baltic in 1812.  During the chase of the French privateer, 
Blanchefleur, the Raven went aground on one of the shoals in the area. Her “foretopmast, 
with yard and sail and every-thing, had broken clear off and was hanging down in a frightful 
tangle among her headsails”. She later “cleared away the raffle of her wrecked 
foretopmast” and kedged herself off the shoal on which she grounded. Later the Raven was 
on guard duty at the mouth of the River Dwina at Riga when she sent up a rocket warning 
Hornblower of an attack on a Russian village as part of the French assault on Riga. 
Unfortunately for the Raven’s captain, he had raised the alarm too soon so that only one 
French barge laden with soldiers had been caught leaving all the others to escape. He had 
further worsened his position by mistakenly firing on Hornblower’s boat but fortunately 
without hitting it. (COM) 
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 Renown: 
HMS Renown (Captain Sawyer and later, in acting command, Lieutenant Buckland and then 
Captain Cogshill) was the seventy-four gun ship on which Hornblower served as a 
lieutenant. Because of the madness of Captain Sawyer, she was not a happy ship. After 
leaving Plymouth she sailed to the West Indies and to what turned out to be Santo Domingo 
as her first objective. There she was to clear out an anchorage of privateers and then to 
proceed to Jamaica. Her crew numbered seven hundred and forty men and her guns 
amounted to “five hundred tons of artillery on her decks”. There were thirty-four twenty-
four pounders on the lower gun deck, seventeen on each side. When the Renown first 
attempted to enter Samana Bay she ran aground after the helmsman had been killed when 
the ship came under fire from red-hot shot. She eventually managed to pull herself off and 
escape to open sea. This first attempt to destroy the privateers had ended in failure and the 
lives of nine men and twenty wounded. In a later operation, Bush led an amphibious 
operation which successfully captured the Spanish fort and then eventually forced the 
enemy to capitulate when the mounting of a nine-pounder cannon over the anchorage 
threatened the privateers. A continuing slave revolt on the island made the Spanish 
desperate to leave Santo Domingo after losing their ships and the destruction of the fort 
and the other battery covering Samana Bay. Renown had been victorious and therefore left 
Santo Domingo with the “destruction of a nest of privateers, the capture of a Spanish 
regiment and security for convoys going through the Mona Passage”. This action had taken 
place in January 1802. The Renown took with her three captured privateers as prizes but 
also many prisoners shared out among the four ships.  During the voyage to Jamaica, the 
Spanish prisoners on the ship seized her overnight, capturing her acting captain, killing the 
sick Captain Sawyer and badly wounding Bush. However, Hornblower sailing nearby in one 
of the prizes, the La Gaditana, was able to collect the prize crews from the other two ships 
and successfully board the Renown and recover her. Hornblower left the Renown in Jamaica 
when he was promoted to commander and placed in command of HMS Retribution, the 
newly renamed La Gaditana. (LTH) 
Hornblower’s biographer also recorded that HMS Renown was the ship on which the 
captured Irish rebel, Barry McCool, was court martialled and hung. Hornblower as junior 
lieutenant on the ship was given the job of securing the prisoner and arranging the 
execution. (CRS-WM) 
The “goadings of tyranny” that Hornblower had suffered as a lieutenant under Captain 
Sawyer in the Renown had apparently taught Hornblower “to keep a still tongue in his head” 
when dealing with his mother in law, Mrs Mason. (HOT) 
Hornblower recalled a rejoinder he had heard on the Renown when he almost answered a 
stupid question from Maria about what he was doing by replying that “he was getting milk 
from a male ostrich”. (ATR) 
 
 
Retribution: 
HMS Retribution was an eighteen gun sloop of war previously known as the La Gaditana, a 
Spanish privateer captured in Santo Domingo by the Renown. Her first commander in the 
Royal Navy was Hornblower, appointed in Jamaica by Vice Admiral Lambert. Retribution’s 
first task under Hornblower was to escort a convoy back to England and deliver despatches 
to the Admiralty and then to return to Jamaica with another convoy and more despatches. 
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Because of her speed as a former privateer the ship was said to be able to cover a convoy 
more effectively than any ship of the line or even frigate. (LTH) 
 
Ritter Horse: 
The Ritter Horse (or Ritterhaus) was a seventy ton powder barge blown up by a raiding party 
from Hornblower’s squadron in the Baltic. (see under Blitzer). (COM) 
 
Roebuck: 
HMS Roebuck was a frigate and was part of Hornblower’s squadron in 1821. At that time she 
was operating off Curacao “keeping an eye on the Dutchmen- there’s a brisk trade in arms 
with Venezuela at present”. (see under Crab). (HWI-EH) 
 
Royal Sovereign: 
HMS Royal Sovereign-(see under Ocean). (ATR) 
 
San Josef: 
The San Josef was a Spanish ship captured by Nelson at the battle of Cape St Vincent by 
crossing the decks of another enemy ship that was locked to his ship. Hornblower was 
embarrassed to read that this incident was being compared in the British newspapers with 
his joint taking of the Bonne Celestine and HMS Flame especially as no men on the Flame 
resisted the recapture. (LDH) 
 
Santa Barbara: 
“The Santa Barbara was a prison hulk, one of the prizes captured in Rodney’s action off   
Cadiz in 1780 and kept rotting at her moorings, mastless, ever since, a storeship in time of 
peace and a prison in time of war”. It was this ship that Hornblower attended for his 
examination for lieutenant in Gibraltar harbour. Also on board, as Hornblower detected 
from the “whiff of the stench”, were two thousand Spanish and French prisoners of war.      
           (MID-EL) 
 
Sevres: 
It was mentioned that Commander Vickery, now of the HM sloop Lotus in Hornblower’s 
squadron in the Baltic, had previously “commanded the boats at the cutting-out of the 
Sevres”, presumably a French ship but no further information was provided by Hornblower’s 
biographer. (COM) 
 
Shetland:  
The Shetland was another naval auxiliary (see under Princess) and in this case she was a 
victualler which had just re-supplied the Hotspur. Like the Princess, Hornblower found this 
civilian ship a source of “a good deal of circumstantial gossip”. (CRS) 
 
Sirius: see under Hermione and Naiad. (ATR) 
 
Sophia: 
The Sophia was one of four transport ships (see also Dumbarton) used to carry a force of 
eleven hundred men and their equipment on what was to be an unsuccessful raid on 
Brittany in revolutionary France. A small British force supported a larger force of royalists. 
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The Sophia carried three hundred royalist supporters. The transports were escorted by the 
Indefatigable and two gun-brigs. Hornblower had been assigned to the Sophia as liaison 
officer because he spoke French. (MID-FL) 
 
Speedwell: 
The Speedwell was a transport ship that capsized and sank in Marmorice Bay in Turkey, “on 
the coast of Asia Minor”. The ship was carrying supplies for a British expeditionary force. 
The sailing master on the Atropos, Mr George Turner, had witnessed the sinking and was 
able to take her bearings before she disappeared. The cause of the loss was that to clear the 
weeds and barnacles of the old ship she was heeled over to starboard with guns and other 
weights over to starboard when a sudden gust “caught her square on the port beam” and 
with gun ports and hatchways all open she quickly went under. She was seen to sink upside 
down. She had on board “a considerable sum in gold and silver coin for the pay and 
subsistence of the troops – “a ton and a half of coined gold in iron chests and nearly four 
tons of coined silver in bags”. During a lengthy diving operation all the silver and about two-
thirds of the gold coin was recovered and taken back to Gibraltar and then on to England. 
She was also heavily loaded with “half the battering train of the army”. (ATR) 
 
Squirrel: see reference under Witch of Endor.  (FLY) 
 
Star: 
A steam tug, (see under Temeraire). Together with the Lightning, this vessel was used to 
tow the Daring away from New Orleans and down to the open sea. (HWI-EH) 
 
Star of the South: see under Estrella del Sur. (HWI-SS) 
 
Superb:  
Bush recalled that “back in ’96 when I was on the old Superb in the Mediterranean”, 
Bonaparte was just a general but in 1803 he was now First Consul. (LTH) 
When Hornblower was a passenger on the canal boat, Queen Charlotte, the steersman 
informed him that he had once been “main topman in the old Superb, Cap’n Keates, sir”. 
(ATR) 
See also under Arethusa.  (COM) 
 
Sutherland: 
HMS Sutherland (Captain Horatio Hornblower) was a seventy four gun two deck warship, a 
Dutch designed and Dutch built ship, formerly the Eendracht, but captured “off Texel”. She 
had a round bow which contrasted with the “beakhead” on British built ships. She had been 
designed by the Dutch “to give the minimum of draught compatible with a minimum of 
seaworthiness”. The shallow draught was intended “to negotiate the mud banks and 
shallow estuaries of the Dutch coast”. Hornblower did not relish the thought of “trying to 
claw off a lee shore in her” as “she would drift off to leeward like a cocked-hat paper boat”. 
As Hornblower was also to discover later, “the Sutherland was a poor sailor close-hauled”. 
She had just been repainted “but in as niggardly a fashion as the dockyard authorities could 
manage” in a dull yellow and black colour. She had a new copper bottom as noticed by 
Hornblower because the ship was still high in the water waiting for stores to be loaded. As a 
“74”, she would have had eighteen-pounders on her main deck and twenty-four pounders 
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on the lower deck. In short, she was “the ugliest and least desirable two-decker in the Navy 
list”. However, one benefit of this appearance was that she was mistaken for a French ship 
by a French brig, the Amelie, which then realised her mistake too late before being taken as 
a prize by the Sutherland.  
 Hornblower was pleased to see that the eighteen foot long stern galley on the ship had 
been retained because this would afford him a degree of privacy and give him an 
opportunity to relax by walking it in solitude. Also, there was a large main cabin with plenty 
of room despite “the black bulks of a twelve pounder on each side”. “The Dutchmen who 
designed the Sutherland had lofty ideas regarding the comfort of the captain”. The 
Sutherland’s best point of sailing was said to be “before the wind and with only the lightest 
of breezes blowing”. When at one stage the Sutherland was laid over by “a sudden howling 
squall” in the Mediterranean, “not a spar had carried away, and not a rope had parted -clear 
proof of the efficient work of Plymouth Dockyard” and the seamanship displayed by her 
officers. 
His biographer first introduces this ship when she was in the process of commissioning in 
Plymouth with Hornblower needing a further 250 crewmen even though the two hundred 
strong ship’s company of his former command, HMS Lydia, had been transferred to the 
Sutherland. For the seamen this had been a compulsory transfer with no man even being 
allowed ashore after a two year long commission.  
Once commissioned, the Sutherland was one of three warships that comprised a squadron 
commanded by Rear Admiral Sir Percy Leighton. The other two ships were the Pluto and the 
Caligula. The three ships had been ordered to escort a convoy to Portugal as far as the 
Tagus. The convoy consisted of six East Indiamen, two naval store ships, the Harriet and the 
Nancy on their way to Port Mahon in Menorca, and four transports sailing to Lisbon, twelve 
ships in all requiring an escort. Sutherland was to escort the East Indiamen further as far as 
Latitude 35 degrees before heading to Gibraltar. The necessity for an escort was 
demonstrated when Hornblower in the Sutherland skilfully beat off an attack by small 
French privateer luggers. Hornblower took “his payment” for saving the East Indiamen by 
impressing twenty men from each of them in order to ease his severe shortage of seamen. 
After escort duty the three ships were headed into the Mediterranean in order to “attack 
the vulnerable flank which Bonaparte had incautiously exposed by his advance into the 
(Iberian) Peninsula”. The guns of the Sutherland were then used to great effect when she 
was used to “cannonade” a long column of Italian infantry marching along a Spanish coast 
road.  
The Sutherland, and more particularly, Hornblower and his crew, distinguished herself in a 
ferocious storm off the Spanish coast that had left the flagship, Pluto, dismasted and at risk 
of being blown on to a lee shore. With superb seamanship a line was passed on board the 
Pluto and she was towed out to sea and to relative safety. Later, the Sutherland was “sent 
away on detached duty with orders to examine the French coastline”. It was during this task 
that she was alerted by the frigate, Cassandra, to the existence of four French ships of the 
line that had managed to evade the British blockade of Toulon. These ships, a three-decker 
and three two-deckers, had to be intercepted by Hornblower before the Cassandra had 
been able to find and call up the Pluto and Caligula for assistance. In the battle that 
followed, the Sutherland inflicted heavy damage on the French but was herself so badly 
mauled that, having lost her masts and many men, Hornblower had no option but to 
surrender his ship near the Spanish port of Rosas where he and his surviving crew were 
imprisoned. Two-thirds of his men had either been killed or wounded.  (SOL) 
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In a report written separately by Hornblower’s biographer, the Sutherland had earlier 
encountered two starving Frenchmen hanging on to a raft just off the Balearics. They had 
escaped from the island of Cabrera where the Spanish had dumped thousands of French 
prisoners of war. In a relief operation the Sutherland used up “hundreds of fathoms of line 
and hundreds of fathoms of cable, a score of beef casks and a whole day’s time” to try to 
provide some food to the desperate captives. This incident in not included in the book* 
covering this stage of Hornblower’s life and the voyage of the Sutherland.  *(A Ship of the 
Line) (OMT-CO) 
After the surrender of the Sutherland, Hornblower was able to see her from the ramparts of 
his prison. The ship was a dismasted wreck and had been beached to stop her from sinking. 
The French had considerably plundered her. At the same time Hornblower could also see 
the four badly damaged enemy ships (one of them the Turenne) that he had fought against. 
In all, one hundred and seventeen of the Sutherland’s crew had been killed and one 
hundred and forty-five wounded. Of the wounded, forty four died while Hornblower was 
still at Rosas. It was observed by Captain Calendar, the Captain of the Fleet on board the 
Victory that “Thompson in the Leander lost ninety-two out of three hundred”. When 
Admiral Leighton later attacked Rosas a “daring party from the British squadron” had 
boarded her and set her on fire” so that the Sutherland’s destruction was total. 
When Hornblower eventually escaped from France and was picked up by HMS Triumph and 
then transferred to the flagship, HMS Victory, he knew that he would have to face a court 
martial for the loss of the Sutherland. This duly took place in Portsmouth and he was (of 
course) found not guilty. (FLY) 
When appointed a commodore with his own squadron for operations in the Baltic, 
Hornblower recalled “his own joy at his appointment to Sutherland two years before”.  
(COM) 
Hornblower at one stage was thinking about the use of names of ships in foreign navies that 
retained the same name as in their original service such as the Porta Coeli in the Royal Navy 
and one day perhaps a Sutherland in the French Navy. (see also under Tonnant, Temeraire, 
Swiftsure and Macedonian). (LDH) 
 
Swiftsure: see under Leander. (SOL) and under Porta Coeli. (LDH) 
 
Syrtis: 
HMS Syrtis (Captain George Crome) was a frigate on patrol off the Atlantic coast of Spain 
and Hornblower, while a prisoner of war in Ferrol and out for his daily two hour period of 
parole, had observed her pursuing a Spanish coaster during a very strong gale. The coaster 
lost her maintopsail and went aground on a reef just outside the inlet to Ferrol. Hornblower 
led a rescue operation to rescue the survivors from the wreck but was then forced to stay 
offshore during the night as it was too dangerous to attempt to get back to land. In the 
morning Hornblower’s boat was picked up by the Syrtis together with its crew of seven and 
two survivors. Hornblower briefly overcame temptation and asked the captain of the Syrtis 
to return him to Spain because he had given his word not to escape. Hornblower was duly 
returned together with the nine Spanish seamen. (MID-DD) 
 
Tamar: HMS Tamar (38) -see under Caesar. (LTH) 
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Temeraire: 
HMS Temeraire was identified by Bush as being one of the ships of the Channel Fleet that 
was sheltering in Tor Bay. (HOT) 
Admiral Collingwood, as commander in chief of the Mediterranean Fleet, mentioned that he 
intended to send the “old Temeraire to England direct” when she could be spared. This was 
an option offered to (and declined by) Hornblower as a means of returning to England from 
Sicily after he had relinquished command of the Atropos. (ATR) 
Bush had been a junior lieutenant in the Temeraire at Trafalgar and he happened to see her 
again as the Lydia arrived at St Helena on her way home. (HAP) 
A reference to the “fighting Temeraire” –see under Porta Coeli). (LDH) 
 
Temeraire: 
The Temeraire was one of several paddle steamer tugs in service on the Mississippi used to 
tow sailing ships up to and down from New Orleans and beyond at the time in 1821 when 
Hornblower made an official visit to this US city. (see also under Ecrevisse, Lightning, 
President Madison, Star and Toueur). It was the Temeraire that was available to tow HM 
schooner Crab down river and out to sea in pursuit of the Daring. Being towed by a steam 
powered tug was for Hornblower still a novel experience as it was a “fantastic method of 
progression” and a “still unusual method of navigating a river”. A steam tug had brought the 
Crab the hundred miles upriver against the current from the sea.  The Crab followed in tow 
behind “smoke and sparks belching from her chimneys” with the crew pumping water to 
soak the deck and rigging to reduce the fire hazard while a speed of some five knots was 
being maintained with no heeling or pitching. (HWI-EH) 
 
Tenedos: 
The Tenedos was mentioned as the British warship that had unsuccessfully pursued the 
American privateer, Daring, in an incident during the war of 1812. The Tenedos may be 
assumed to have been a frigate but she was incapable of matching the speed of 15 knots 
said to have been achieved by the Daring. (According to Wikipedia, HMS Tenedos was a 38 
gun, 5th rate frigate launched in 1812). (HWI-EH) 
 
Terrible: 
HMS Terrible (Captain Lord Henry Paulet) was a ship belonging to the Channel Fleet and her 
captain and other captains had been summoned to dine on HMS Tonnant by Admiral 
Cornwallis. (see also under Prince) (HOT) 
 
Thunderer: see under Majestic. (HOT) 
 
Tonnant: 
HMS Tonnant (Captain Sir Edward Pellew) was an eighty-four gun two deck ship of the line 
but “with dimensions and scantlings worthy of a three-decker” and a complement of six 
hundred and fifty men. She had been built by the French but subsequently captured by the 
Royal Navy and put into service with her name unchanged. In the spring of 1803 Admiral 
Cornwallis had made Pellew commander of the Inshore Squadron which now included the 
Hotspur, the frigates Doris and Naiad and three other two-deckers. Under Pellew’s 
command, the after cabins of the Tonnant were luxurious with actual carpets.  She joined 
the Channel Fleet from Plymouth and carried stores for distribution which included for 
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Hotspur, “a miserable undersized bullock”. Admiral Cornwallis called a meeting aboard the 
Tonnant for the captains of ships in the Channel Fleet. These ships included the Prince, 
Minotaur, Terrible, Flame and Hotspur. The meeting was followed by dinner for all the 
captains. (For members of the C S Forester Society who have attended its annual general 
meetings over the years, it should be noted that at the dinner on the Tonnant one of the 
biggest dishes available was the famous “Castle Pie” of beef and kidneys encased in a pastry 
crust with a turret).  (HOT) 
 see under Porta Coeli. (LDH)   
 
Toueur: a steam tug, see under Temeraire. (HWI-EH) 
 
Triton: 
HMS Triton (Captain Coleman) was the ship that brought out to the West Indies the Rear 
Admiral (Ransome) who succeeded Hornblower as the naval Commander in Chief there. No 
indication is made by Hornblower’s biographer as to the nature of the Triton but it may 
safely be assumed that she was another frigate joining the “West Indian command”. The 
captain of the Triton had known Lady Barbara when she was Lady Leighton, wife of Rear 
Admiral Sir Percy Leighton.  (HWI-HU) 
 
Triumph: 
HMS Triumph (Captain Sir Thomas Hardy) was the ship that first met the Witch of Endor as 
she emerged from the French coast after being retaken by Hornblower in Nantes. 
Hornblower was then transferred from her to the flagship of the Channel Fleet, HMS 
Victory. He noticed that the wealthy Hardy had had the Triumph’s barge “painted primrose 
yellow picked out with black, and so were the oarblades; her crew wore primrose-coloured 
jumpers with black neckcloths”. The galley slaves forced by Hornblower to help sail the 
Witch of Endor in their escape were reported to have been pressed into service by the 
Triumph’s first lieutenant. (FLY) 
 
Turenne: 
This was the name of one of the French ships of the line against whom the Sutherland had 
fought off the Spanish coast near Rosas. She had been the only ship of the four to emerge 
from the battle with all her masts intact. However, when Admiral Leighton later attacked 
Rosas the Turenne was destroyed by a fire ship when her magazine holding twenty tons of 
gunpowder went up in “a stunning explosion”. (FLY) 
 
Vanguard: 
Hornblower’s biographer wrote very interestingly about the need to load all stores and 
cargo as tightly as possible almost into a wedged whole to prevent the “movement of an 
avalanche of her cargo”. He mentioned “Sir Edward Berry as the officer who, when captain 
of Nelson’s own Vanguard, allowed the masts of his ship to be rolled clear out of her in a 
moderate gale of wind off Sardinia”. (ATR)  
 
Vengeance: 
The Vengeance was a Dunkirk trawler being used as a French privateer and disguised as a 
Ramsgate trawler. Including her prize crew, she carried a crew of seventy-one officers and 
men and was armed with “one four-pounder carronade concealed under her net”. 
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Hornblower in HMS Atropos was sharing the same anchorage in thick fog in the Downs off 
the coast of Kent and had been alerted to her existence. He organised her capture and the 
recapturing of the brig, Amelia Jane, which a prize crew from the Vengeance had taken from 
the same location. (see also under Amelia Jane). (ATR) 
 
Victory: 
Mentioned as being the flagship of the Channel Fleet about 1800 commanded by Admiral 
Bridport as part of a force of nineteen ships of the line and seven frigates. (CRS-WM) 
When Hornblower escaped from France with the Witch of Endor, he was transferred to HMS 
Victory, flagship of the Channel Fleet commanded by Admiral “Dismal Jimmy” Gambier. 
Hornblower’s biographer mentioned that the Victory, a “big three-decker”, had been 
“Jervis’s flagship at St Vincent, Hood’s in the Mediterranean, Nelson’s at Trafalgar. Now she 
was Dismal Jimmy’s – a tragedy if ever there was one”. When Gambier was relieved by 
Admiral Hood in the Britannia, the Victory sailed back to Portsmouth and Spithead with 
Hornblower on board to face a court martial for the loss of the Sutherland. (FLY) 
Newly appointed as a commodore in April 1812, Hornblower’s reactions to the prospect of 
danger reminded him of “when he had entered the great cabin of the Victory to hear the 
verdict of the court martial which might have condemned him to death”.  (COM) 
 
Walmer Castle: 
The Walmer Castle was one of six East Indiamen sailing in convoy under the protection of 
three naval ships commanded by Rear Admiral Sir Percy Leighton flying his flag in HMS 
Pluto. In particular, the East Indiamen were being escorted by Hornblower in HMS 
Sutherland. As the leading ship in the convoy it was the Walmer Castle that first sighted two 
French privateer luggers off Ushant coming out to attempt to snatch an East Indiamen as a 
very lucrative prize. By Hornblower’s very skilful handling of the Sutherland and the 
dismasting of one of the luggers, the enemy was driven off even as the French were 
attempting to board the Indiaman. (see also under Europe and Lord Mornington). (SOL)  
 
Weece Ross: 
The Weece Ross (or Weiss Ross) was a two hundred ton coaster from Kolberg. She was 
carrying four six-pounders “and showed fight” but she was still boarded and surrendered 
and then burnt. Two of the naval raiding party were wounded. (see also under Blitzer). 
(COM) 
 
Witch of Endor: 
The Witch of Endor was a ten-gun cutter that had been captured by a French frigate “on a 
lee shore off Noirmoutier last year” according to Lieutenant Bush as he, Hornblower and 
Brown rowed into the harbour in Nantes during their escape from France. “She was a lovely 
little ship; even from where they were they could see the perfection of her lines- speed and 
seaworthiness were written all over her”. She could sail closer to wind than any square 
rigged ship and it was this ship that Hornblower decided to use as their means of getting out 
to sea. She normally carried a crew of sixty men but the three escapees managed to take 
over a group of men from a chain gang nearby and use their manpower to sail her. This also 
entailed their employment on the six sweeps or oars that had to be used on a windless 
morning as the ship was pursued by three French gun boats. Hornblower, with the enforced 
help of the captured French pilot on board, after many attempts with an unreliable six-
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pounder gun, succeeded in sinking two of the gun boats with the third halting to pick up 
their survivors. The Witch of Endor encountered the Channel Fleet early the next morning 
and Hornblower was taken on board HMS Triumph and then transferred to the flagship, 
HMS Victory. The newly promoted Commander Bush later sailed the Witch back to England 
with despatches so that Hornblower’s remarkable escape was made known. The ship was 
later bought by the Royal Navy for £4000 with two thirds of that, £2600, going to 
Hornblower, £1000 to Bush and £400 to Brown. The basis for this division of the prize 
money was governed by an old regulation applied when a prize was taken by an incomplete 
crew. It was explained that this rule was made after a boat’s crew from HMS Squirrel 
captured a “Spanish plate ship in ‘97”.  (FLY) 
Hornblower was reminded of his experience on the Witch of Endor when he was watching 
the firing of bombs from his bomb ketches against the French privateer, Blanchefleur. He 
had been trying to hit a boat at long range with the Witch’s six-pounder gun and was 
“conscious that naval gunnery was an art which should be improved if it were possible”. 
(COM) 
When Hornblower met the Comte de Gracay and Marie at a reception in Paris, the Comte 
mentioned that they had read about his escape down the Loire and, with Bush and Brown, 
his taking of the Witch of Endor and return homeward. (LDH) 
(The name, Witch of Endor, is an Old Testament reference). 
  
Zealous: see under Pomona. (LDH) 
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